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A Tribute
HUSNI KAMIL MANIK

The AESF community, with deep sorrow,
regrets the untimely demise of Hon.
Husni Kamil Manik, Chairperson of Indonesia’s General Election Commission
(Komisi Pemilihan Umum – KPU). Chair
Manik passed away on 6 July 2016.

(August 1976- July 2016)

We are all deeply saddened by his loss
and he will always be remembered for
his great contribution in advancing electoral democracy both in Indonesia and
in Asia.
Chair Husni Kamil Manik was a known advocate of electoral reform and democracy both in Indonesia and in the region. He always supported the Asian Electoral
Stakeholders’ Forum (AESF) since its inception and since it was first celebrated in Thailand (2012). He also actively participated and supported the 2nd AESF
in Dili, Timor Leste (2015) where he recognized the great potential of achieving
electoral reforms by bringing together EMBs and CSOs. Chair Manik strongly
encouraged that the third AESF be held in Indonesia in 2016 and he did make it
happen.
The AESF community will always remember him as a partner in promoting free
and fair elections in the Asian region. We will continue to uphold the values he had
always nurtured and imparted amongst us. He may no longer be with us physically
but his spirit remains within us.
Chair Manik walked with us in the journey towards democracy building, his exemplary
contributions to democracy, free, and fair elections will remain as shining examples
for the next generation.
The Asian electoral stakeholder will always remember him and we will carry his torch
forward. We extend our sincerest condolences to his family, loved ones, and KPU
family.
May He rest in peace.
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FOREWORD
Asian electoral stakeholders have just reached another milestone in its pursuit towards more democratic and transparent elections in the region through meaningful cooperation among Civil Society and Election Management Bodies. The 3rd
Asian Electoral Stakeholders Forum (AESF) was successfully held in Bali, Indonesia
from 21-25 August 2016. It was co-hosted by the Komisi Pemilihan Umum (KPU)
or the General Elections Commission of the Republic of Indonesia and the Asian
Network for Free Elections (ANFREL).
The Forum successfully gathered over 200 participants from around and outside
Asia. The event concluded with stakeholders’ celebrating the endorsement of the
declaration on “Electoral Transparency: 8 Keys to Integrity”
During the FIVE-day interaction of Asian stakeholders, Indonesia’s EMBs took the
lead and became an example on how to harmoniously and professionally facilitate
discussions among various electoral actors. Provincial KPU officers coming from
the 34 provinces of Indonesia also actively engaged in the discussions to learn from
the international lessons in promoting elections.
AESF-3 is considered a victory and an important progress in the region as stakeholders exhibited good will and political commitment to discuss challenges confronting electoral democracy. The gathering provided hope amidst the increasing
trend of repression and the shrinking space for civil society working for human
rights and democracy in many countries. Asians, as one community, have effectively shown the rest of the world that stakeholders, EMBs and CSOs, can sit and
talk to achieve common goals.
Indonesian Minister for Foreign Affairs, H.E. Mrs Retno F. Marsudi emphasized in
her closing remarks that “democracy is not an option, it is a must,” and this shall
unite stakeholders together and work harder for a better democracy.
ANFREL expresses its sincerest gratitude to KPU Chairperson Juri Ardiantoro,
M.Si,PhD, and Commissioners Ferry Kurnia Rizkyansyah, Hadar Nafis Gumay, Ida
Budhiaty, Arief Budiman, Sigit Pamungkas, and Secretary General of KPU Arief
Rahman Hakim. It also would like to thank the working committees of KPU, especially ANLEGA (Hubungan Antar Lembaga) for providing the much-needed support
in order to make AESF-3 a success. We are indebted to the late KPU Chair, Husni
Kamil Manik, although he was no longer physically present to celebrate the success
of the event, but will always be remembered for his contributions for initiating and
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building the stepping stones to make the event happen. His spirit will continue to
live amongst us. May his soul Khusnul Khotimah, Amin.
Moreover, we recognize the exemplary leadership of the Commission National Election (CNE) of Republic Democratic of Timor-Leste and KPU Republic of Indonesia
for their deep appreciation of the value of gatherings like AESF, we thank them for
their generosity in providing the means to make the last two AESF – Dili (2015)
and Bali (2016) – successful. We also express our appreciation to the Sri Lankan
Elections Commission for taking up the challenge and carrying the torch forward
by volunteering to co-host the 4th AESF in Colombo, Sri Lanka in 2018.
Terima Kasih dan sampai jumpa di Colombo, Sri Lanka |Thank you and see you in
Colombo, Sri Lanka.
On behalf of Joint Working Committee Komisi Pmeilihan Umum (KPU) Republic of
Indonesia and Asian Network for Free Elections (ANFREL)
Arif Rahman Hakim MS.i				
Secretary General of Komisi Pemilihan Umum
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Ichal Supriadi SH, MA
Executive Director of ANFREL

ELECTORAL TRANSPARENCY: EIGHT KEYS TO INTEGRITY
Asian Electoral Stakeholder Forum III
Kuta, Bali, Indonesia
August 23 – 24, 2016

Preamble

Reaffirming that the holding of periodic, free, and fair elections based on secret
ballots and universal suffrage is the true expression of the sovereignty of the people;
Adhering to the principles enshrined in the Bangkok Declaration on Free and Fair
Elections and to the rights and principles proclaimed in the Universal Declaration
of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and the
Universal Declaration on Democracy;
Committed to strengthening utilization of the Indicators of Democratic Elections
adopted at the 2nd Asian Electoral Stakeholders Forum held in Dili, Timor-Leste on
March 18-19, 2015;
Recognizing that confidence in electoral integrity depends on the transparency of
all aspects of the electoral process and that both election management bodies and
civil society have important roles to play in assuring electoral integrity. While also
considering the diversity and uniqueness of the situations and contexts of every
country and geographical realm;
Now, therefore, we, Asian electoral stakeholders representing both election management bodies (EMBs) and civil society organizations (CSOs), resolve to enhance
electoral integrity by working together in a spirit of cooperation between EMBs
and CSOs to implement each of the Eight Keys to Integrity:

Electoral Transparency: Eight Keys to Integrity

Transparent EMB's: The laws and procedures for appointment of EMB members
and the operation of EMBs must be clearly written. The public must be able to
observe all aspects of EMB operations.
Transparent campaign fundraising: Laws and regulations must require full and
timely disclosure of the sources of all monies raised by candidates, political parties
and independent groups seeking to influence the outcomes of referenda and/or
electoral campaigns for office.
8

Transparent campaign spending: Laws and regulations must require full and timely disclosure of the use of all monies raised by candidates, political parties and
independent groups seeking to influence the outcomes of campaigns for political
office and/or referenda.
Transparent public access to campaign finances: The public must have full internet access to EMB files containing campaign finance data, with all files maintained
in a form which can be readily analyzed by any member of the public with basic
computer skills.
Transparent voter registration: The process by which the voter list is compiled,
checked, updated and maintained must be open to observation by the public. Full
internet access to the voter registration list, including corrections on a real-time
basis, must be guaranteed to the public.
Transparent observation: National and international election observers must be
free to observe all parts of the election process, including but not limited to, advance voting, polling on election day, vote tabulation, and all other functions discussed in the “Eight Keys to Integrity”.
Transparent election results: An announcement at each polling station of the
results of the voting at that polling station must be made on the same day that
voting is held, followed by prompt posting of all results on the EMB’s web site.
Transparent election complaint process: There must be widespread dissemination
of the procedures for filing complaints of election violations, followed by the ability
of the public to access complaints shortly after they are filed and to be apprised
promptly of the disposition of each complaint.
Adopted at the 3rd Asian Electoral Stakeholder Forum in Kuta, Bali, Indonesia on
August 23-24, 2016
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ABOUT THE ASIAN ELECTORAL STAKEHOLDERS FORUM
(AESF)

Background
Asia has a huge diversity of types of government, ranging from dictatorship, absolute monarchy, constitutional monarchy to democracies, with many variations on
each type. Notwithstanding this range, elections have become part of the political
fabric of most Asian countries, although the degrees of freedom and fairness in
elections vary considerably from country to country. Since World War II, a majority
of the Asian countries have made at least some progress in moving towards more
meaningful elections and real democratization.
The value of democracy and human rights has increased throughout Asia during
this time. Today, there is a conscious effort on the part of the people in each Asian
country and their respective governments to work towards free elections and full
democratization. However, many Asian countries still face a continuing challenge
in achieving those ends even now. While most of the countries in Asia share many
attributes of a common past, including a history of being subjected to often harsh
colonialism followed by independence and the evolution from nominally democratic governments to governments more fully embracing truly democratic principles,
it is still not clear why some countries have progressed more than others on the
road to real democracy.
In the past, people from many countries discussed the idea for a non-binding Asian
agreement to complement the “Declaration on Criteria for Free and Fair Elections.”
Such a document would have its own character and be tailored to the prevailing
political and cultural conditions in Asia. Through discussions of aspirations and
concerns aired by election stakeholders, election management bodies, civil society
and election observer groups, an idea was born to organize a series of dialogues to
draft such a document for guiding electoral processes more effectively throughout
Asia.
The Asian Network for Free Elections (ANFREL), with members across Asia, championed the creation of a mechanism to address common electoral issues while also
advancing the rule of law and honoring the cultures, traditional laws and customs
of the many peoples who live in Asia. Thanks to its years of work in the region and
the deep involvement each ANFREL member has in its own country, the ANFREL
network with its members working together, guided the process of creating such a
mechanism. The result is the holding of the first Asian Electoral Stakeholders Forum
(AESF) with the Bangkok Declaration on Free and Fair Elections as its outcome. The
10

Bangkok declaration was endorsed in the inaugural meeting of the AESF held in
Bangkok, Thailand. It serves as the founding document of AESF and has guided the
succeeding documents endorsed by stakeholders in the subsequent gatherings.

AESF 2012 and beyond
The Asian Electoral Stakeholder Forum has become a continuing engagement between Election Management Bodies (EMBs) and Non-government Organizations
(NGOs) in Asia with the aim of strengthening cooperation in order to enhance the
state of democratic elections.
It was first launched in 2012 when stakeholders gathered in Bangkok, Thailand.
On December 10-11 of that year, representatives of Asian electoral management
bodies and civil society organizations met in Bangkok for the first-ever regional
gathering of these two often disparate groups to promote democratic, transparent
elections on the world’s most populous continent. The Asian Electoral Stakeholder Forum (AES Forum) convened a two-day conference with participants from 11
Asian electoral management bodies and 30 Asian civil society organizations representing 17 countries devoted to advancing the cause of free and fair elections.
Guests from the Libyan, Australian, and Mexican electoral management bodies, as
well as observers from foreign embassies in Bangkok and from governmental and
non-governmental bodies based in Europe and the Americas, were also in attendance to witness the event.
The endorsement of the Bangkok Declaration on Free and Fair Elections was the
culmination of a year’s effort, which formally began in January 2012. During that
time representatives of election-focused civil society organizations from all around
Asia were convened in Pattaya, Thailand to discuss the difficulties faced by many
countries in the region on free and fair elections and how to overcome those challenges.
The key objective of the Bangkok Declaration on Free and Fair Elections is to “identify the most significant and widespread barriers to free and fair elections in Asia
and to strengthen the resolve of the Asian people in addressing them by involving
all relevant national, regional, and international stakeholders.”
A follow-up to the AESF was held three years after it was first launched. The historic second meeting convened stakeholders in Dili, capital of the Republic Democratic of Timor-Leste (RDTL) on March 18-19, 2015. It was hosted by the Comissão
Nacional de Eleições (CNE) or Commission National on Elections in cooperation with
ANFREL. The forum brought together 120 delegations from 27 Countries, including
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members of the Comunidade dos Paises de Lingua Portuguesa (CPLP) or the Community of Portuguese speaking countries.
The second AES Forum brought attention to the realities and challenges to Elections in Asia and the CPLP countries. While their mandates differ, the AES Forum
offered EMBs and CSOs a chance to exchange information on the many common
electoral values they share. Attendees discussed best practices and held open,
honest dialogue about the persistent challenges to elections that still remain in the
region.
Participants were also honoured to learn from some of the most distinguished and
influential leaders of Timor-Leste’s young democracy. The President of Timor-Leste, José Maria Vasconcelos A.K.A “Taur Matan Ruak” opened the Forum. Nobel Laureate Dr. Jose Ramos-Horta, Founder of the State Dr. Marí Bim Hamude Alkatiri, and
the country’s 1st president and Founder of the State Kay Rala Xanana Gusmão also
addressed the attendees. Each shared the wisdom they gained from years trying
to consolidate Timorese Electoral Democracy.
Building on the Bangkok Declaration, the Dili conference agreed and came up with
the “Dili Indicators on Democratic Elections” to be used as a guide to assess election credibility. Recognizing the vital role of the forum in effecting electoral reforms, a discussion on the third AESF also took place in Dili. The General Election
Commission (KPU) of Indonesia expressed keen interest to host the event in 2016.
Although plans were not finalized in Dili, it was later cemented after series of meetings with KPU and other stakeholders.
The much anticipated third gathering successfully took place in Bali, Indonesia
from August 22-25, 2016. Delegates from 36 countries across and beyond Asia
participated in the three-day event that focused on the theme “Transparency and
Integrity for Quality Elections.” The third AESF concluded with delegates endorsing
the “Bali Commitment” which highlights Eight Keys to Transparency.
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ABOUT THE ORGANIZERS
The Asian Network for Free Elections
Formed in November 1997, the Asian Network for Free Elections (ANFREL) has been working to advance the cause of electoral democracy. It has since then established itself as the leading NGO in Asia working on elections. ANFREL was formed as
a solidarity movement to oppose authoritarian and dictatorial
regimes found in many countries across the region. To date, it continues to promote the spirit of democracy through free and fair elections while continuously
enhancing its strategies through strengthened cooperation between government
and non-government institutions, both at the national and international levels. ANFREL continues to move forward as a leading organization promoting and advocating for better and more democratic elections in Asia.
As part of its overall mission of supporting democratization efforts in Asia, ANFREL
focuses its work on three major areas Election Observation, Capacity Building, and
Campaign & Advocacy. ANFREL takes a holistic approach to achieve its mission and
these programs are designed to complement one another in pursuit of supporting
free and fair elections in countries across Asia.
VISION
In the Asian region, “every State should
be possessed of a government whose
authority derives from the will of the
people as expressed by secret ballot
in genuine free and fair elections held
at regular intervals on the basis of universal and equal suffrage.” ANFREL
firmly believes in the universality of
international principles of democratic
elections enshrined in UDHR, ICCPR,
and other universal covenant and
principles, and it strongly commits to
realize them in the Asian region.
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Komisi Pemilihan Umum (KPU) Republik Indonesia
(General Election Commission of the Republic Indonesia)

The General Election Commission (Komisi Pemilihan Umum,
KPU) is one of the three independent elections management
bodies in the Republic of Indonesia. It is responsible for the
conduct of national and regional elections as mandated by the
constitution and Law 15/2011. The KPU consists of seven Commissioners. These Commissioners were identified through a rigid selection process and then inaugurated by the President on
April 12, 2012, for a five-year term.
In Article 10 of Law 3/1999 concerning General Elections and Article 2 of Presidential Decision 16/1999 concerning the Establishment of the National Election
Commission and its Secretariat General’s Organization and Work Procedures, KPU’s
tasks and authority are as follows:
1. To plan and prepare election management;
2. To accept submission, examine, and establish political parties eligible to
compete in an election;
3. To establish the Indonesian Election Commission, which will coordinate
election management from central down to each polling stations;
4. To establish the number of seats for each legislative bodies (DPR, Provincial DPRD, and Regency/Municipal DPRD) in each electoral district;
5. To establish legislative election results (DPR, Provincial DPRD, and Regency/Municipal DPRD) in each electoral district;
6. To collect and systematically arrange materials and data for Election
results data; and
7. To lead stages of Election management.
In Article 2 of Presidential Decision 16/1999, an additional task is found: Other task
and authorities is as mentioned by Law 3/1999 concerning General Election.
In Article 11 of Law 3/1999, other than tasks and authorities mentioned in its Article 10, the KPU must evaluate election management and systems at the latest 3
(three) years after a general election is held.
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The Asian Electoral Stakeholders Forum III
“Transparency and Integrity for Quality Elections”
Members of civil society organizations and election management bodies from 36
countries across and beyond Asia successfully gathered for the 3rd Asian Electoral
Stakeholders Forum (AESF-3) held in Bali, Indonesia from August 22-24, 2016. The
third AESF worked on the theme, “Transparency and Integrity for Quality Elections.”
The three-day event proceeded with plenary and breakout sessions that discussed
issues related to the advancement of free and fair elections consistent with universally
accepted principles and in the principles set forth in the Bangkok Declaration and Dili
indicators for Democratic Elections. The participants hailed from EMBs and CSOs from
Asian Countries and INGOs who are working in relation to the promotion of democracy in their respective countries in the region.
For wider engagement, AESF-3 also welcomed participants from outside the region to
share the Asian experience of bringing together EMBs and CSOs in order to achieve
a common goal. For three days, participants to the Forum discussed the principles,
standards, and challenges of electoral transparency; use of technology to enhance
transparency and integrity of elections; challenges to democratic elections in Asia and
how to address them; and strategies for fostering electoral transparency and integrity. Participants also divided themselves into workshop groups to discuss challenges,
best practices, and areas of cooperation on specific topics such as voter registration,
polling, and counting; voter education and inclusiveness; campaign finance; and Electoral Dispute Resolution. Parts of the workshop results were initial agreements to
make a follow-up on the possible areas of cooperation identified in order to advance
electoral democracy.
AESF-3 concluded with all participants endorsing the Bali Commitment Electoral Integrity: Eight Keys to Transparency. The Asian Electoral Stakeholder Forum is a continuing engagement between EMBs and NGOs in Asia with the aim of strengthening
cooperation in order to enhance the state of democratic elections.
AESF 3 was made possible with the support and cooperation of the General Elections
Commission Republic of Indonesia, Komisi Pemilihan Umum (KPU) Indonesia. KPU has
always been actively engaged since the 1st AESF in Bangkok, Thailand on December
11-12, 2012 that led to the adoption of the Bangkok Declaration on Free and fair elections by Asian Stakeholders. (www.aesfanfrel.org). The KPU is successful in advancing
democratic elections in Indonesia to be more transparent and credible.
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CONFERENCE PROCEEDINGS
Opening Ceremonies

KPU Chairman—Ardiantoro, mark the opening of the AESF III accompanied by
dignitaries
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Welcome Remarks
Hon. Juri Ardiantoro
Chairperson
Komisi Pemilihan Umum (KPU)
General Election Commission of Indonesia

KPU Chairperson Juri Ardiantoro led the opening
ceremonies where he welcomed and thanked all the
delegates who attended the third Asian Electoral
Stakeholders Forum which was co-convened by KPU
and the Asian Network for Free Elections (ANFREL).
In his welcome speech, Chair Ardiantoro laid down
the main objectives of the gathering: first, to share
the experiences and knowledge in holding transparent elections with integrity; second, to establish
good relations, not only among Election Management Bodies, but among all election stakeholders
including civil society organizations; and lastly, to introduce to the world as to how transparency became
an integral value within Indonesia’s electoral system.
In the recent years, many Asian countries have shown progress in implementing
a more democratic election. This progress, he noted, was not only limited to the
improvement of the procedural aspects of elections but there was an apparent improvement in implementing more meaningful elections.
Nevertheless, he also acknowledged that there are also countries in the region
faced with political instabilities and continuing conflicts, while some states remain
authoritarian in nature. Hence, AESF III is expected to strengthen the efforts of
every country in Asia, especially among EMBs and CSOs, to further develop democracy and establish bonds of friendship among them. Chair Ardiontoro remarked
that such bond is imperative among nations who face challenges, it is important to
stand united in advancing the shared values in holding democratic elections.
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The issues to be discussed in the three-day event, he said, are all related to elections and democracy, but they will mainly focus on the conference’s theme of
“Transparency and Integrity for Quality Elections.” Principles of transparency and
integrity are expected to be discussed in detail during the event through panel and
group discussions.
Challenges confronted by countries in Asia vary from country to country. However,
despite having different challenges and constraints, he expressed that transparency and integrity are the defining elements in achieving quality elections. Thus, it is
expected that there will be presentations about the obstacles hindering transparency in elections.
He continued by noting that many election organizers in the world, including those
in Asia, have already employed Information Technology (IT) to support their work
in implementing elections. The main reason for the use of IT is to make the administration of elections more effective and efficient. The use of appropriate technology
is expected to enhance transparency and integrity of elections in order for the
outcome to be more reliable and credible.
In AESF 3, delegates will directly hear the experiences of countries that have used
technology in various stages of the electoral process. It will be an ideal venue to exchange information regarding the advantages and challenges in using technology
in elections. He reiterated that purpose of the gathering is to also find solutions in
overcoming electoral challenges.
He reminded the body of the importance of maintaining and strengthening good
relations among stakeholders. Thus, the conference will hold activities to foster
more meaningful insights and better learning experience for everyone. AESF 3 will
hold group discussions related to: Voter Registration and Counting, Voter Education & Inclusiveness: PwDs, Minority and Women, Campaign and Political Finance,
and Election Dispute Resolution.
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acknowledged that Hon. Upprety’s observation still happens, the more significant development, he said, is the recognition that there are more that see
each other as allies working for a common goal – to improve the quality of
elections as stated by the theme of the
forum, that our elections conform to the
norms of electoral integrity.
Looking at recent elections that were
accepted by the public as credible and
legitimate, one will instantly notice the
interplay of various stakeholders working together and acknowledging the importance of different roles being played
to bring about a successful election.
He said that there is no need to look far
for models. He shared how the harmonious working relations of KPU, BAWASLU, and Indonesian CSOs have always
made a good impression. However, he
also recognizes that in other cases, it is
also always a challenge. He cited as an
example the organization’s cooperation
with Myanmar’s Union Election Commission (UEC). He said, it was not easy to
have a meeting of minds initially but in
the end, the commission kept its promises and ANFREL, as part of civil society
delivered its commitments.

Mr. Damaso Magbual
Chairperson The Asian Network for
Free Elections (ANFREL)
On behalf of A NFREL, Mr. Magbual
expressed delight as he welcomed all
delegates to the 3rd Asian Electoral
Stakeholders Forum. The very presence
of stakeholders in such a gathering is
an acknowledgment of the fact that an
election that is credible and legitimate is
the result of a collaborative effort of the
various election stakeholders performing different but complementary roles.

These he said are but two recent elections that captured the admiration of
the international community. He shared
that in his home country, the Philippines, the election body and the civil
society groups have a long history of
cooperation, the most recent one held
last May 2016 for the Philippine National and Local Elections.

He continued by citing former Nepal
Chief Election Commissioner, Hon. Neil
Upprety, in a speech he delivered in
AESF 2 said that too often EMBs and
CSOs engage with election observation
but they often see each other with distrust and suspicion. While Mr. Magbual
19

ANFREL recognizes the need to further improve the quality of the Asian elections.
Hence, the overriding theme of this forum. Working together, so much have been
accomplished; but a lot remains to be done. He introduced a book to be published
by ANFREL, a book on the electoral challenges of selected countries in Asia and he
underscored on some of the challenges written in the book:
• The unrestrained use of money in politics adversely affects the quality of
elections. In fact, many Asian countries do not even have a campaign finance
law. Expenditure limits and campaign contributions have to be defined to
promote a ‘level playing’. There is the need to develop strong and meaningful
political parties. Most parties are transitory, generally tied up with the ‘persona’ of the party head. Hence, personalities rather than issues characterize
a campaign. Mitigating violence is another challenge in Asian elections. Years
back, there was a broadsheet in the Philippines that kept a “score sheet” on
its front page of acts of violence committed during the campaign period –
how many killed; how many injured; properties destroyed; etc. The challenge
is to determine the root causes of violence and nip them in the bud.
In closing, he expressed his deepest gratitude and appreciation to the KPU for
hosting the forum. ANFREL chose to partner with the KPU because it is convinced
that there is various learning to be gained from them as much as there are insights
to be shared with them. The working relationship the KPU has with the various
election stakeholders is something worthy of the greatest admiration – something
that can be emulated upon.
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He further shared that UN has provided
support in the form of expertise as well
as technical support to the 193-member nations by working directly with
EMBs. He explained that UN provides
assistance upon request from member
states. The assistance is always guided
by a set of principles unless authorized
by the UN Security Council or the General Assembly.
In an electoral exercise, the political
candidates are expected to accept the
results in a smooth and peaceful manner. This is dependent on the credibility of the outcome, the quality of
elections that is based on transparency, and an entire process that respects
human rights and internationally accepted principles. The confidence in the
administration of elections is built upon
the EMB’s performance.

Mr. Tadjoudine Ali-Diabacte
Deputy Director Electoral
Assistance Division,
Department of Political Affairs
United Nation

He congratulated KPU-RI and ANFREL
and the Asian stakeholders who came
together for the Forum. He noted that
it is quite a unique occasion to see
EMBs and CSOs come together and express commitment to work together in
order to promote democratic elections.
He noted that UNEAD will support initiatives as long as they are within their
mandate.

Mr. Ali-Diabacte expressed his congratu
lations to the organizing bodies of the
third AESF. In his opening remarks, he
introduced how the United Nations
system provides support for organizing
the elections and that election is an important issue on the UN agenda.
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Mr. Romeo Arca Jr.
Assistant Director
ASEAN Secretariat
Mr. Arca introduced the Association of Southeast
Asian Nations (ASEAN) to have implemented actions in relation to the promotion of free and
fair elections. Among them are activities related
to the strengthening of EMBs. He shared that
ASEAN cultivate the capacities of organizers or
EMBs so they will be able to implement elections
with integrity. Mr. Arca also congratulated the
organizers for such achievement and vowed to
report back the results of the conference to the
ASEAN secretariat.

H. E. Ambassador Habib Kabaachi
Director Political Affairs Department
Organization of the Islamic Conference (OIC)
Election monitoring has been carried out in
the Asia-African and Arab countries, OIC would
like to be involved in this activity and is looking
forward for further cooperative work in the
future. He also thanked the organizers for inviting
the OIC and congratulated them for the successful
gathering.
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Hon. Jose Agostinho da Costa Belo
President
Comissão Nacional de Eleições (CNE)
National Electoral Commission of Timor-Leste
Hon. Belo welcomed all the participants to
the third AESF. Taking off from CNE’s recent
hosting of the 2nd AESF in Timor Leste’s capital in Dili, he shared that the country, which
was previously in a state of conflict has now
progressed and is ready to hold democratic
elections. Nevertheless, it still needs support
of friendly countries by learning from their
experiences in the use of technology.
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Keynote Speech:
The Importance of Transparency and Integrity
in Democratic Elections
Prof. Dr. Jimly Asshiddiqie, SH
Chairperson
The Honorary Council of Electoral Officers (DKPP),
Former Chief of Constitutional Court of
Republic of Indonesia.
Prof. Asshiddiqie opened his keynote
address by introducing Indonesia as
the biggest Islamic country that succeeded in practicing democracy. He
added that it is the third biggest country in the world after India and the
United States of America. He noted
that the three largest countries in the
world also serve as home for three major religions: Hinduism for India, Christianity for the USA, and Islam for Indonesia. The wave of radicalism haunting
the world has painted democracy as an
enemy. However, it is also viewed that
democracy provides the conditions for
economic prosperity.
He recalled that Indonesia first adopted the ideals of democracy in 1945 and
had its first elections in 1955, which
was considered as the best electoral
exercise in the country at that time. He
continued by narrating that the liberal
type of democracy was only sustained
until 1959 and Indonesia ushered in a
guided form of democracy. In 1965, Indonesia saw a change of regime from
the old order to a new order that upheld that Pancasila form of democracy
as the philosophical foundation of the
state. From 1965 to 2008, Indonesia

was under a military form of “democracy” under the New Order regime. For
32 years, the incumbent never lost an
election. Although elections were held,
major challenges to genuinely reflect
the people’s will hounded Indonesia’s
democracy.
The Reformasi (reform) era in Indonesia which began in 1998 led to major
changes in government institutions.
Indonesia, as a nation, has committed
to improving the state of democracy
in the country. It then established an
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independent election commission and
later on formed an oversight body that
became the Badan Pengawas Pemilihan Umum (Bawaslu) or the General
Elections Supervisory Body. In 2009,
the Dewan Kehormatan Penyelenggara Pemilu RI (DKPP) or the Honorary
Council of Electoral Officers was formed
and was tasked in enforcing the Code of
Conduct among KPU and Bawaslu Commissioners.

of pluralism. Multiple minorities are
spread throughout the archipelago, the
economic conditions need to be stabilized, and inclusive democracy needs to
be further promoted. It has to be understood, that Indonesia is still largely
feudal, thus, there are still conflicts between traditional and modern institutions.
This condition strengthens and empowers the capitalists; who eventually control the mass media to influence the
public and later on take over and control
political powers. Prof. Ashiddiqie cited
an American political theorist, Sheldon
Wolin, for his published work on Democracy Incorporated where it was explained that when a state becomes controlled by private powers, it becomes
a democracy without citizenship. Prof.
Ashiddiqie added that capitalists would
first play as contributor then later they
would become main political players. He
warned that this trend needs serious attention. He argued that when the private power over rules public power, inverted totalitarianism prevails.

Prof. Asshiddiqie as the DKPP chairperson further explained that DKPP specially handles the enforcement of the
code of conduct to ensure that the rule
of law and the rule of ethics are observed by the EMBs. The role of DKPP
helps maintain the integrity of all election workers.
Implementing elections in Indonesia is
a very complex process with about 180
million people casting their votes in one
day. In addition to that, the country
has 34 provinces and is an archipelagic
country that has thousands of islands
with varying geographical conditions.
He further shared that DKPP has so
far fired 369 commissioners who violated the code of ethics, many of them
were reprimanded, and a number of
them were penalized and were required
to undergo retraining to cleanse the
body’s reputation. Among those numbers are officers who fell victims and
were tempted by the ambition of others. These sanctions, he explained,
were meted out in order to improve the
quality of democracy.

As a reminder, he referred to French
philosopher, Montesquieu who wrote
about the separation of powers (executive, legislative, and judicial powers). He
added that this separation of powers
and roles should also apply to the new
societal forces: state, business, media,
and civil society.
In closing, he underscored on the need
to improve democracy. Election practitioners need to gather together and
make a synergy as a community.

He continued by taking note that Indonesia is faced by a segmented form
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Plenary Panel Session I.
ELECTORAL TRANSPARENCY AND INTEGRITY:
PRINCIPLES, STANDARDS, AND CHALLENGES
Moderator: Mr. Arief Budiman, KPU Commissioner

The first plenary session had set the tone of the three-day conference. The presenters introduced the criteria for democratic elections and tried to examine what
constitutes electoral integrity. They further discussed the importance of international principles of electoral transparency, integrity, and quality. Meanwhile, the
keynote speaker and the first presenter discussed the evolution of democratic elections in Indonesia and underscored on the efforts it undertook to ensure greater
transparency in the entire electoral cycle.
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Presentations
Evolution of Efforts to Foster Transparent,
Free and Fair Elections in Indonesia
Mr. Hadar Nafis Gumay
Commissioner
Komisi Pemilihan Umum (KPU)
General Election Commission of Indonesia
Commissioner Gumay’s presentation shared the experience of Indonesia in advancing transparency in elections. He recalled that the efforts to make the process
more transparent started in 1999, although it was still limited during that time,
transparency became a core value within KPU and it has been incorporated in the
body’s regulations.
He continued by introducing KPU’s Vision and Mission. He highlighted that one
of KPU’s missions is centered on election transparency: "Realizing effective and
efficient, transparent, accountable, and accessible election management body."
Transparency is a core value of KPU; it is reflected from the selection process of the
commissioners to the policy making of the body which holds public consultations
when drafting new regulations. It also provides transparency in all electoral stages
from the registration and verification of candidates, campaign funds, voters list, up
to the counting and recapitulation processes.
He also introduced the evolution of the electoral process in Indonesia from the
revolution era, transitional new order, new order, reformation era, and the period
of democratic consolidation. He shared the various systems adopted during these
periods. The current EMBs of Indonesia now follow the independent model. He noted that Indonesia is unique because there are three election management bodies,
the General Election Commission (KPU), Bawaslu and DKPP. The three EMBs create
a check and balance mechanism that fosters transparency in holding Elections.
Commissioner Gumay also provided an overview of the process as to how members
of the body are selected. He shared how transparency is integrated in the process.
He continued by sharing KPU’s recently launched roadmap to transparency on
information. This initiative focuses on applying relevant laws on public information
disclosure. Also, at the heart of this effort is ensuring that KPU remains transparent
and accountable. The roadmap is designed for a complete implementation of Open
Data in 2018 and in between KPU will be working on the digitalization of Election
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Data. Commissioner Gumay gave emphasis on the important role of Information
Technology (IT) to achieve these goals, therefore KPU has also been progressing
in its use of IT. As of 2014, KPU has been using IT in every stage of the electoral
process from voters list to recapitulation.
He further shared how the KPU maintains transparency in various electoral aspects:
Transparency in…
Political Party
Verification

Approaches
Use of IT tools called SIPOL (Political Parties Information System)
Making the process open to Bawaslu, the Mass media, and the public; political parties can observe the process through the system
KPU publishes in its website the CV of each candidate for the Legislative, Presidential, and Local elections

Candidacy

Use of I.T. in the Candidacy process using SILON (Candidate Information System)
The general public can review the process and may file a report if
they find any irregularity

Campaign Fund

Campaign funds are audited by an independent body and are reported to the public.
KPU sanctions those who violate the regulations on use of campaign funds
Use of IT with KPU managing a system called SIDALIH (Voters Data
Information System); this is published in the website.

Voters List

Voters can report to City/Municipal KPU if they did not find their
name in the system or if there have been changes in their address
and other information
KPU publishes all counting forms coming from each polling station
in its website

Counting Process The general public can observe the process openly

Counting process is observed by Panwas, Witnesses, and Voters
KPU publishes all recapitulation form in its website

Recapitulation
Process

The general public can observe the process openly
Counting process in Open Plenary Meeting is observed by Panwas,
Witnesses, and Voters
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Commissioner Gumay also shared other ICT systems used by KPU to enhance the
electoral process, they are the following:
• Information System for Voter Registration (SIDALIH)
• Information System for Counting (SITUNG)
• Information System for Logistics (SILOG)
• Information System for Boundary Delimitation (SIDAPIL)
• Information System for Candidacy (SILON)
He narrated that there are numerous amount of data that needs to be analysed
and therefore there also is a need for a good information system. Campaign finance
and Voters List data are among the priorities of KPU.
He finds it encouraging that the publication of data and information has increased
the voter participation by groups like Kawal Pemilu (Election Guards) who even
initiated crowd sourcing mechanisms to gather more relevant data.

What Constitutes Electoral Transparency and
Integrity: Transparency and Open Election Data
Mr. Michael McNulty
Senior Program Manager
National Democratic Institute for International Affairs (NDI)
Mr. McNulty underlined two major themes in the discussion. First, is by examining
the definition of transparency, the international human rights principles that underlie it, and why it contributes to the overall electoral integrity. And second, by
looking at open election data principles and applying them to different parts of the
electoral process.
Transparency in election process encompasses openness to each step and that
stakeholders can independently verify whether the process is conducted honestly
and accurately.
He continued by highlighting fundamental human rights as stipulated in international human rights principles such as the Universal Declaration on Human Rights
(UDHR Article 19), International Covenant for Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR Article 25) and the IPU Declaration on Criteria for Free and Fair Elections Article 4.7.
He underscored that electoral transparency and transparency in all government
affairs, is deeply entrenched in many human rights instruments. These two com29

bined implies that: citizens not only have a right to participate in elections, they
have a right to know for themselves whether the electoral process is valid. This
underpins the basis for citizen election observation.
He added that transparency matters to electoral integrity as there is a direct link
between transparency and trust and that it is fundamental to building public confidence. Public confidence in each step of an election process is critical to the integrity of the election. Meanwhile, it has to be instilled that elections belong to the
people; therefore information (data) about the process also belongs to the people.
Access to information about each phase of the election process is important to
creating and reinforcing public confidence in elections.
However, he cautioned that transparency alone is not enough. It should also involve inclusiveness by allowing public engagement in the process; accountability
by having the ability to hold electoral actors accountable; and competitiveness by
providing equitable opportunity to be elected.
He also shared some of the types of election data such as the following:
• Legal framework
• Decision-making processes
• Voter information and Polling stations
• Campaign finance
• Voter registry
• Procurement documents and process
• Party registration and Ballot qualification
• Technology-related information
• Electoral violence incidents
• Polling station level results
• Complaints, disputes, and resolution
He introduced NDI’s efforts to apply broader open data principles for election data
wherein it developed the Open Election Data Guide which is openly available online (openelectiondata.net). He explained that there are nine key principles in setting-up an election data in an open manner: timely, granular, available for free,
complete, analyzable, non-proprietary, non-discriminatory, license-free, and permanently available.
Among the nine key principles, he highlighted the following as the more important
ones:
• Timely: when it matters politically.
• Granular: finest level of detail possible.
• Available for free and online.
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• Providing it in bulk, complete.
• Analyzable format: in CSV or Excel, as opposed to hard copies or
image files that are more difficult for stakeholders to analyze.
Timeliness and being granular are the most important, especially when it comes to
election results.
He also continued by enumerating the many uses of open election data:
Improve the effectiveness of an election management body, when, for example
It allows voters to check those registered at their address or when the images of
results forms are released and citizens can check the transcription of results like
here at KPU;
Increase voter participation in elections when, for example, citizen organizations
use registration rates to help marginalized populations register to vote;
Increase citizen engagement.
Improve the inclusiveness of marginalized groups. For example, citizens organizations can use information to advocate for the accessibility of polling stations to
persons with disabilities.
Reduce tension when, for example, election monitoring organizations combine results data with their assessment of the election day process and make timely projections of the results; and
Generate new insights when, for example, citizen organizations combine results
data with information on the location of political violence.
Mr. McNulty also demonstrated how it increases public confidence by providing
examples. In Ukraine, a citizen monitoring organization called OPORA analyzed
information on applications to run for office and disputed rumors that some
candidates were denied on technicalities. In Kenya, an organization, IED, analyzed
the voters list and found that registration rates were relatively even across the
country.
He also noted some of the lessons and ongoing debates in Open Data:
• Adapting benchmarks based on context
• Retrofitting is more difficult and costly
• Over-emphasis on election day
• New technologies in elections
• Trade-offs? Privacy and efficiency
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The priority should be the interest of the citizens in knowing whether they can
trust the elections when these trade-offs are considered.
He concluded on a positive note as he shares his observation of a global momentum towards developing consensus on transparency and integrity principles between EMBs and election observers. He finds this momentum to be an encouraging
one. NDI has worked with GNDEM, ANFREL, and leading EMBs in Mexico, South
Africa, and now in Indonesia. It continues to look forward to help advance the consensus in the future.

Viewing Transparency, Integrity, and Quality of
Elections in Asia through the Lens of the Bangkok
Declaration on Free and Fair Elections and the Dili
Indicators of Democratic Elections
Mr. Koul Panha
Vice-Chairperson
Asian Network for Free Elections (ANFREL)
Executive director
Committee for Free and Fair Elections in Cambodia
Recognizing the preceding documents endorsed by Asian electoral stakeholders in
the first two AESF held in 2012 and 2015, Mr. Panha in his presentation, focused
on transparency and integrity through the lens of these documents. The Bangkok
Declaration on Free and Fair Elections and the Dili Indicators of Democratic Elections are both endorsed by Election Stakeholders in Asia (EMBs, CSOs-regional
organizations and national organizations, individual experts and political parties).
They reaffirm the election stakeholders’ commitments and there are calls to action
incorporated in them in order to promote democratic, free, and fair elections. To
achieve these goals, transparency and integrity should be placed at the core of
each and every step of the process.
Mr. Panha continued by introducing the background of the documents:
The Bangkok Declaration on Free and Fair Elections (BD) was launched and celebrated in Bangkok, Thailand in December 2012, It recognizes and reaffirms the
rights and principles proclaimed in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.
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Dili Indicators of Democratic Elections (DI) was endorsed by Asian Electoral Stakeholders in March 2015 in Dili, Timor Leste. The indicators adhere to the principles
enshrined in the Bangkok Declaration on Free and Fair Elections. It helps measure
democratic progress and shows the strengths and areas needed for improvement
of each nation’s electoral processes.
To further level off with the participants, Panha provided working definitions of
Transparency and Electoral Integrity.
Transparency is a core value in an election processes opening the process to scrutiny by stakeholders- political parties, election observers and voters alike (NDI).
Integrity of Elections is based on the democratic principles of universal suffrage
and political equality while professional, impartial, competent, transparent, and incorruptible (the report of the global commission 2012 - Kofi A. Annan chairman).
Electoral integrity refers to international standards and global norms governing
the appropriate conduct of the election. (www.the Electoral Integrity Project.com ).
Mr. Panha enumerated particular components in an electoral process and what
specific sections from the two AESF documents commit to achieving transparency
and integrity under those components.
Lens

Transparency

Integrity

Legal
framework

Universal suffrage and guarantees freedom of association
and freedom of expression

Reference
BD
Articles 1,2

Without distinction of any
kind, such as race, color, sex,
language, religion, political or
other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or
other status
The independence of election
management bodies (EMB)
To ensure respect for the
rule of law and consistent
with international human
rights instruments such as
the UDHR and the ICCPR
while need open consultation with all election stakeholders
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DI Sect I

Election
Management
Body (EMBs)
and Training

Just (open), depoliticized, Fearless independence and BD-articles 4, 18,
just and impartial appoint- performance of functions free
19
ment
of outside interference
A defined cause removal
Fiscal autonomy with a stable,
Clear, fair and consistent adequate and timely source
rules for timely accredi- of funding to fulfill their mantation of observers while dates effectively
well-trained, non-partisan,
professional, and efficient Appropriate and updated trainobserver groups (interna- ing with high quality (for intional and national per- stance promotion of a culture
mitted to observe [engage of integrity, transparency and
with) all stages of election accountability, their roles and
process [conducted by responsibilities, and nurture an
EMB]
attitude of professionalism and
civic responsibility and how to
operate election technology
properly)
Efficient,
Transparent Sufficient training to discharge
Pre-election Preparations their duties effectively and impartially without favoring or
disfavoring any particular political party or candidate.

Informed choices
Voter and civic education
Access to
throughout the electoral cycle
Information
Widespread, inclusive and
and Education accessible voter education
with minority languages For all vulnerable and marginand for underprivileged or alized groups
often underrepresented in
the political process

Voter
registration
/voter list

Informed deadline for registration with sufficient
time to register all potential voters

Highest possible rate of voter
registration with inclusive,
convenient, and accessible way
to all

DI – IV.3

BD -article3

DI – IV

BD–article 5,6

Availability of documents Accuracy of voter list
required for registration,
the number and location
of registration
Audit system
Inspection and audit by in- A manner free from fraud
terested groups
Mechanisms to correct errors
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DI -III

Level of
paying fields

Monitoring and enforce- Prohibition of the unfair use of
ment on misuse of state government resources for parresource
tisan political purposes at any
time
Monitoring of compliance
of code of conducts while Codes of conduct for election
exposure of violation and stakeholders
unethical behaviors and
prosecution to the full ex- Strictly impartial and non-partent of the law
tisan security forces

BD-article
11,12, 13

Forms of interference of
military and police forces to be investigated and
prosecuted
Fair Constituency delimitation and boundaries on
the basis of the size of the
population and geographic area

Reasonable, logical, and comprehensible requirements for
political party and candidate
registration (without discrimination against persons on
the basis of gender, sex, race,
religion, or political views) and
inclusion of independent candidates
No abuse of government resources in order to advantage
or disadvantage any political
party or candidate
Appropriate sanctions for violations by political parties and
candidates
Equitable space and time of
state media to all political parties and
candidates especially fair coverage for opposition parties
Impartial media and fair coverage in reporting and all phases
of the electoral process
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DI-II

Election
campaign

Adequate oversight of
campaign
Finance including transparency
of donations and expenditures

Fair regulation and enforcement of political donations and
campaign
Expenditures

BD 10,11,12,13

Anti-vote buying

Detailed, timely disclo- Freely without fear of intimidasures of the political party tion or threats of violence
election campaign contributions and expenditures

Voting/
counting

Fair and open process of
printing, counting, consolidating, transporting and
storing ballots, (except voting) while observer groups
[ international, national observers and party agents]
to access to the processes

Improvement of polling station
Management without manipulation of vote counting

BD-article
14,15,16,17, 18
,19, 20

Enfranchising minorities, marginalized people and persons
with disabilities

Expanded opportunities to
Complete and authentic vote from abroad wherever
voting materials and other feasible
resources on
time
Timely reporting of elec- Well-organized Election Day,
tion results
Free from Fraud

DI- III

Process of balloting without
discrimination and secrecy of
each voter’s choices

Election
Complaint
System/
Dispute
resolution
(EDR)

Clearly spelled out in advance of
elections as well as readily
accessible to, and known
by, the public

A fair, neutral and independent BD article 21 , 22
system
Timely and impartial dispute
investigation and resolution

Understanding of election
stakeholders’

Timely manner and consis- Effective, Efficient, and Impartence with respect for the tial Electoral Justice & Electoral
rule of law
Dispute Resolution
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DI-V

Building upon the Bangkok Declaration and Dili Indicators, transparency in elections needs consistency with international standards allowing public consultations
and providing access to information in a timely manner. The process should also
allow election observation, audit and oversight of campaign finance or use of state
resources, and an open counting. Mr. Panha emphasized the key points to be noted
when talking about the integrity of elections. They are clean voters’ list, level playing field, and credible conduct of elections by independent and professional EMB
with fair and timely Election Disputes Resolution.
He concluded by reiterating that transparency and integrity are means to achieving quality of elections. The quality of elections relies on public confidence and
the legitimacy of election outcome. They provide more optimism on meaningful
elections. In contrast, the election is deficient in transparency and integrity that
election stakeholders and citizens are also less optimistic about the democracy.
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Plenary Panel Session 2:
HOW CAN TECHNOLOGY BE EMPLOYED TO ENHANCE
THE TRANSPARENCY AND INTEGRITY OF ELECTIONS?
Moderator: Rohana N. Hettiarachchie, Executive Director, PAFFREL, Sri Lanka

This section discussed the use of information and communications technology (ICT)
in elections. Many stakeholders are of the belief that when implemented properly
and in appropriate contexts, it can help to improve the efficiency and transparency
of electoral processes and strengthen the credibility of elections. This session also
discussed available ICT tools, platforms, and implementing methods that can be
used by diverse stakeholders to support the creation of a more transparent election environment. The discussion had drawn on the experiences of panelists from
four countries that have recently held elections, who reflected on the use of ICT in
election administration, public outreach, and monitoring.
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Using ICT to Enhance Transparency in Elections
Mr. David Ennis

Chief of Party
International Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES) Indonesia
He highlighted the importance of transparency in elections which equates to the
availability and access to information wherein the voters list is posted, the election
results are displayed including the difficulties encountered. Transparency is crucial
as it supports the credibility of the results and the confidence of the public in the
election process. It also enhances the understanding of the election process and is
important for the accountability of the electoral administration and the participants.
Mr. Ennis shared the use of IT tools such as online voter data verification and information via SMS on polling place. He also mentioned that technology can be used
for posting election complaints, financial disclosure forms online, candidate and
party information, results forms or live streaming of voting and counting to keep
the public informed and updated.
The use of ICT is appropriate when the problem has been clearly identified. An example is the case of Ukraine in 2012 where the use of technology did not address
the problem. The country spent 150 million dollars with the installation of CCTVs in
the polling stations to show transparency, however, the problem lies in the tabulation and not in the voting. ICT is deemed suitable when the expected results justify
the anticipated costs; when there has been proper consultation; when the implementation schedule fits with EMB workload and when it is financially sustainable.
In the case of Indonesia, the manual tabulation of results back in 2009 elections
is slow. The period of uncertainty, conflicting third party quick counts and the
lack of transparency in the tabulation of results decreases the people’s confidence
in the accuracy of the results. In 2014, they came up with a solution to scan and
post the results from every polling station. A community of IT volunteers started
the crowdsourcing initiative to count the results. The unofficial preliminary results
were made available within five days of polling and the public was able to verify the
results, thereby greatly increasing the credibility of the results.
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Use of Technology for Public Information on Elections
Hon. U Hla Thein
Chairperson
Union Election Commission (UEC) Myanmar
Hon. U Hla Thein emphasized the role of IT in providing an opportunity to increase
transparency, accountability, efficiency and outreach for voters in the 2015 Myanmar Elections. It was considered a great success for the UEC and the people of
Myanmar. One of the biggest achievements was the integration of IT to the electoral procedures and operations to improve credibility and transparency. The UEC
developed a voter list website which allowed voters to check their registration status through a quick two-step process. This was an important transparency measure which provided publicly available data but protected the privacy of all voters.
Another is the IT Platform which included voter list statistics, election results from
2015 and electoral disputes.
Social media was utilized to share information with the stakeholders since it has
a big impact in reaching urban and youth population owing to the popularity of
Facebook in Myanmar. In addition, the UEC launched a series of open data platforms for public information.
The key principles for Open Election Data were also mentioned. Availability and
access means that the data must be freely available, preferably by downloading
over the internet and must also be available in a convenient and modifiable form.
In reusing and redistribution, the data must be provided under terms that permit
reuse and redistribution including use with external datasets. And with universal
participation, everyone must be able to use, reuse, and redistribute the data without discrimination against persons or groups.
Hon. U Hla Thein discussed the benefits of IT in increasing transparency and
accountability of EMBs, efficiency of EMB operations, improving communication
between EMBs and electoral stakeholders, enhancing voter education outreach
and engaging online community and public participation in electoral events. With
these advantages as a result of using available technologies, UEC plans to consider
new methods to further integrate IT and Election Operations for future electoral
events.
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Addressing Electoral Fraud and Automating
Election Process
Mr. Luie Tito F. Guia
Commissioner
Commission on Elections Philippines
Commissioner Guia recounted the experiences from the Philippine elections over
the years which finally led to the adoption of an Automated Election System(AES).
He provided the context explaining that the Philippines has more than a hundred
years of election history. He further explained that it is an archipelagic country
with more than 7,100 islands and a population of about 102, 965, 300 (as of 2015).
To be able to vote, qualified citizens need to register in the voter registry. As of
2015, there are 54, 363, 844 registered voters. In the most recent elections held in
2016, the Philippines recorded an 81.95% voter turnout.
In the Philippines, the election is held simultaneously in one day (except for the
villages) every three years. The country has the tradition of using one ballot for
all contested positions. Commissioner Guia also provided an overview of the constitutionally created EMB, the Commission on Elections (COMELEC), which has a
permanent staff nationwide. COMELEC is tasked to manage elections and resolve
disputes. It is important to note that in the Philippines, CSOs and the media are
heavily engaged in the various stages of the electoral process.
Prior to 1997, the registration was done manually but it created challenges with
multiple listing, padding of voter registry, falsified identity, and difficulty in updating voter’s profile in the event of death, transfer or change in status.
Given these challenges, efforts to address them were undertaken. In 1996, a law
on continuing registration and establishing a voter database was adopted. It centralized the database of voters to allow monitoring of the list and updating of information.
It was also deemed necessary to innovate. The Philippines later on adopted the use
of Biometrics Verification System, it employed the Automated Fingerprint Identification System (AFIS) and in 2013, Biometrics Information was made mandatory.
The use of biometrics data in the automation made it easier to detect errors or
frauds, including double/multiple listing. They can now be detected quickly. It provided for a registry that is easier to manage and update. It made possible the gen41

eration of demographic information and the registry has become more available
for individual or public scrutiny.
In the voting, counting, and tabulation processes prior to the automation, the whole
procedure was done manually wherein the process takes a long time and causes
a lot of tension. Among the problems encountered in the manual process are substitute voting, ballot switching, misreading and/or mis-tallying of votes, tampering
of votes, and delayed announcement of winners creating a highly tensed political
atmosphere.
To tackle these issues, a strategy involving international and local experts assessed
the situation which resulted to the implementation of an automated technology.
Consequently, an Optical Mark Reader (OMR) technology that uses paper ballots
was adopted and implemented. In the Automation of the counting and tabulation
process, the OMR reads the ballots. Precinct (polling station) results are then transmitted and tabulated electronically. However, it is mandatory to have paper copies
of the election results.
To ensure transparency in the elections and the integrity of the results, a COMELEC
Advisory Council composed of government and civil society representatives is established. There is also a continuing consultation among political parties in the
preparatory stages. The monitoring of its implementation also included a source
code review. A random manual audit count is also implemented immediately after
closing of polls. Election results are also posted on the website.
Commissioner Guia also discussed the challenges confronted despite these technological advancements in the election implementation. One is the high cost of the
system. It also involves several procurement issues and there are only a small number of technology providers. In addition, the legal framework still needs reviewing
as it is still designed with heavy bias to locally developed technology. Lastly, there
have been persistent cynicism and doubts from some groups on the integrity of
the system despite public opinion surveys showing high public acceptance rating
to the automated system.
He then underscored on the need to foster mutual understanding especially between Election Monitoring Organizations (EMOs) and the Election Management
Body (EMB). Commissioner Guia said that EMOs and EMBs should accept and
recognize these respective roles. EMBs is primarily responsible for the success of
holding elections and they make the final decisions. Meanwhile, EMOs articulate
common standards. He also outlined these roles below:
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To foster mutual understanding, EMOs and EMBs should realize common societal
objectives: achieving free and fair elections; advancing honest, orderly, and peaceful
elections; and promoting inclusive, transparent, and accountable elections.
EMO

EMB

Guided by defined norms and ideals

Guided by Paradigm of Authority

Moral Responsibility

Legal Responsibility

Reform Framework

Regulation Framework

Urgency of Reform

Constrained by Bureaucratic Structures
and Processes

No monopoly of good intentions

No Monopoly of expertise in elections

The ideal relationship between EMOs and EMBs is built on trust and mutual respect. He also said that there should always be a continuing dialogue and that lines
of communication should always be open. There should always be collaboration in
finding solutions to problems. In closing, he noted that the successful conduct of
elections should be a shared success among stakeholders.

Efficient Voter Education
Ms. Elberel Davaa
Program Officer
Women for Social Progress (WSP) Mongolia
Ms. Davaa shared the insights from Mongolia’s 7th election held on July 29, 2016.
The automated Election System(AES) was introduced in 2012 due to the riots
caused by the 2008 election results. The AES limits the human interference by
using technology to anticipate errors that usually occur in manual elections during
the voter registration, voting and counting of results. The voter registration used
biometric data and fingerprints which were tested using the automatic machine.
The tabulation was conducted by scanning the ballots. With the manual counting
of results, it takes 72 hours, sowing seeds of suspicion on possible manipulation
of the results. There are still doubts in the use of technology during the elections.
However, the use of technology shortens the counting time where the tabulation
starts within 2 minutes after the close of polling stations and the public can witness
the process. This provides greater transparency and credibility to the results.
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Technology is also being utilized to increase voter awareness. A hotline was setup which can be reached by voters who want to inquire about the status of their
registration, the location of polling stations and information on the organizers. The
registration center is also trying to reach out to voters using the social media so
they can receive the right information and participate in the elections by exercising
their right to suffrage.

ICT Enhanced Credibility of Election Results in the
Kyrgyz Republic
Mr. Juwhan Lee
Director
Association of World Election Bodies (A-WEB)
Mr. Lee shared the journey of the Kyrgyz Republic in searching for an optimal
election ICT Model. In 2010, demonstrations and protests filled the streets the
day after the election due to the lack of public trust in the election process. This
prompted the use of technology to bring integrity and credibility ≠the distrust in
the existing process. Stakeholder consultations were conducted to decide on the
optimal ICT model which aims to prevent deviations in the elections. Training was
conducted for the ICT operators, educating the public and a pilot test was performed prior to the election to ensure success.
Biometric data of the voters was used to prevent forgery, family voting or impersonation. In the transmission of the results, PCOS machines were used to prevent
ballot stuffing and manipulation of results, and finally, to secure accurate and quick
counting of the results. At the polling stations, voters were identified using their
biometric data, ballot paper was then issued where it was scanned upon completion. 95% of the country results were received within the first two hours and were
immediately published on the CEC website.
Challenges in this implementation were caused by glitches like little internal expertise where CEC depended too much on outsiders, low computer literacy, incomplete
voters list, instances of device malfunction and quality of ballot printing. Even with
these problems, ICT was able to regain the public trust in the election process.
To ensure the success of ICT implementation, it is important to consider the infrastructure and own expertise. Objectives of the ICT introduction must be clearly established. It is necessary to conduct full scale rehearsal to make sure that possible
issues are addressed prior to the actual Election Day.
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PLENARY SESSION 3.
ADDRESSING CHALLENGES TO DEMOCRATIC
ELECTIONS IN ASIA

Moderator: Mr. Shahid Fiaz, CEO of Free and Fair Elections Network (FAFEN),
Pakistan
The third session acknowledged that Asian countries face a wide range of electoral challenges. While the scope of these challenges varies and experience with
electoral democracy across the region is uneven, transparency and integrity are
necessary components for quality elections everywhere. This session has taken
stock on the experiences of electoral management bodies and CSOs operating in
difficult contexts in countries as diverse as Thailand, Bangladesh, and Afghanistan.
The panellists discussed ongoing efforts to enhance transparency and integrity in
some of Asia’s most challenging electoral environments.
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An Accountable Election Supervision for a
Democratic Election
Mr. Nasrulah
Vice Chairman
Electoral Supervisory Body (Bawaslu) Indonesia
Mr. Nasrulah shared that in Indonesia, there are three Elections Administrators,
namely: the National Election Commission (KPU), who implements the Election;
the Election Supervisory Board (Bawaslu RI), who supervises the Election; and the
Honorary Board of General Election Organizers (DKPP), who upholds the code of
Ethics for Election organizers. Bawaslu’s mandate to supervise the Election includes
any activity done to monitor, observe, examine and assess the implementation process of the Election in accordance with laws and regulations. Bawaslu RI aims to be
a confidential guardian institution in creating a democratic, dignified, and qualified
election. There are six levels of election supervisors in Indonesia, namely: national,
province, regency/municipal, sub-district, village election supervisor and polling
place or a total of 649,930 election supervisors in the latest election.
The Election Supervisor is tasked to prevent electoral fraud and provide resolution
to alleged electoral findings and reports. For alleged electoral frauds, the Election
Supervisor shall forward alleged code of ethics Fraud recommendation to DKPP,
deliver recommendation and observation files of alleged administrative Election
fraud to KPU, and forward the alleged electoral crime to Indonesian National Police
Investigator. For alleged non-electoral frauds, observation results which are not
categorized as electoral fraud but included as alleged fraud to other legislations
are forwarded to the authorized institutions while electoral disputes are forwarded
to the field of Electoral dispute resolution to be followed up as an electoral dispute.
The scope of supervision has three stages: upstream, process and downstream.
All matters related to the preparation for the elections must be completed, the
Commission must be assured of the KPU, Bawaslu and DKPP budget must be met.
Bawaslu RI supervises the practice of money politics by opening public participation, by involving state institutions such as the KPK, PPATK, and ASN Commission.
To minimize the practice of manipulation of the vote count results, Bawaslu RI utilizes existing programs to record the process of voting, counting and recapitulation
and in two hours, the public can watch audio-visual recording process of voting
and counting via Bawaslu website. The practice of participatory supervision which
involves the representation of state or state institution and the people in the electoral process strengthens the integrity of the elections.
Bawaslu RI intends to have two regional pilot projects based on technology for the
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2017 local elections in the province of Jakarta and the city of Yogyakarta. There
are also plans to have a supervision based on IT to be implemented in the 2019
concurrent elections. In order to create a Democratic Election, the accountability
of the process and election results depend on Transparency and Integrity, thus
these projects will be prioritized.

Managing election and maintaining independence
Amid political instability: ricocheting between
coup d’état and democracy in Thailand Referendum 2016
Mr. Somchai Srisuthiyakorn
Commissioner
Election Commission of Thailand (ECT)
Commissioner Srisuthiyakorn discussed that the Thailand Referendum have two
topics, namely: approval or disapproval of the draft of the constitution and approval or disapproval on the contributing continuity of the country reform according
to the national strategic plan. Smart phone application for the referendum was
introduced to ensure accessible and informed participation through SMART ECT.
This is based on the three principles: convenience for the people, fair referendum
and quality democracy.
Plans for the convenience of the people include extension of the voting time until
four in the afternoon, facilities for the disabled and elderly, Internet Registration
System, special polling unit for the elderly, Smart card reader for identification in
some areas and navigator application. To make sure that there is a fair referendum,
important campaign rules were established. The use of false documents, abusive
words or any action that would provoke the anger of the voters is prohibited. Debate programs were organized to give the public an opportunity to hear the different opinions regarding the issues. Another tool is the Million Eyes Application
which provides an easy way to report frauds and irregularities directly to the ECT
and encourages all sectors to participate in preventing frauds and irregularities
wherein the information about the whistleblower is kept secret.
International observers from the National Election Commission of Timor-Leste, the
Election Commission of Bhutan and Konrad Adenauer Stiftung witnessed the elections. People were also encouraged to take photos of the referendum result at any
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polling station where they can post it on Facebook with the hashtag #ResultOfThe ReferendumVoting. An unofficial report via Rapid Report Application provided
faster report of the result where 94% of the total votes were counted within three
hours after the closing of polls. The result of the referendum was acceptable for
all sides.

Saving Democratic Elections in Bangladesh
Dr. Abdul Alim
Director of Elections
Electoral Working Group (EWG) Bangladesh
Dr. Alim shared the state of the recent elections in Bangladesh and the need for
democratic elections. City Corporation Election in 2013 was relatively peaceful
and the voting process was generally fair while the 2014 Parliament Election was
considered a failure where credibility has been seriously questioned due to lack of
inclusiveness. From the 2014-2016 elections, there were numerous cases of election fraud, Election Day violence, evidence of torture and harassment by police to
enable some candidates to run unopposed and deliberate attempts to tamper with
the results of the votes.
He identified twelve challenges that would save the democratic elections in Bangladesh. These are:
1. Ensure the participation of women where political parties must guarantee the
representation of women at all levels.
2. Maintain a credible electoral roll that includes all eligible voters. IFES conducted an audit of eligible voters and the voter register where they noted the
gender gap.
3. Conduct delimitation that follows international guiding principles. Delimitation
is currently done by non-technical people. There is limited consultation done at
the central or local level prior to delimitation.
4. There is a need to ensure democratic candidate nomination process. In the
2016 election, the buying and selling of nominations were observed, decisions
were taken by the central party and MPs were seen as key factors. The law needs
to be revised and grassroots party should be authorized to nominate candidates.
5. Bringing transparency to political as well election finance. There is no provision
of public funding where parties and candidates depend on private funding. However, the party chief can spend unlimited amount for the election campaign and is not
required a disclosure on this. There is also no provision for a third-party scrutiny for
finances and weak enforcement of the existing provisions was observed.
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6. Establish independent electoral justice mechanism. The legal framework
has the provision to prevent and resolve electoral disputes but candidates
are not fully aware of the complaint mechanism. A recommendation is to
establish speedy tribunals.
7. There is a need to guarantee the real independence of the EMB Secretariat.
8. Building of trust on the electoral process should be undertaken. This is affected by the lack of stakeholder consultation.
9. Recruitment of EMB commissioners should be transparent and trustworthy.
Bangladesh Constitution has the provision to promulgate law on the recruitment
of EMB commissioners; however, no law has been promulgated since the country’s independence in 1971. Due to the absence of law, the appointments have
been at the whim of the current government. This is evident in the lack of professionalism, absence of neutrality and partisan behavior of some commissioners.
10. There is a need to guarantee the real independence of the Commission. In
many cases, EMB commissioners cannot work ‘fearlessly’ and they cannot prevent external influence to alter their decisions, behavior, or actions.
11. EMB’s full authority over the entire election administration should be established. The organizers of the election should be full authority to work autonomously and independently.
12. The government at the time of the election should be impartial to avoid instances of intimidation and manipulation of the results.

Afghanistan Elections: Risks and Challenges
Mr. Sareer Ahmad Barmak
Commissioner
Independent Elections Commission (IEC) Afghanistan
Mr. Barmak shared the risk and challenges of the Afghanistan Elections. He gave a
profile of the country of 28 million people who are culturally conservative amid a worsening security and political environment that is plagued by political apathy, lack of
confidence or trust in the process and lack of political will to reform the electoral process. The EMB is independent and autonomous. There are nine commissioners who
are directly appointed by the President of Afghanistan.
Insecurity affects most aspects of the electoral process. Armed conflict has continued
to escalate each year, and violence levels reached an all-time high in 2014. The security
environment poses a range of significant challenges to electoral integrity in Afghanistan. It has been impossible to conduct a national census and delimitation process,
develop a credible voter register, or conduct nationwide voter education campaigns
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reaching remote areas. Critically, the security environment also affected the ability
of domestic observer organizations to deploy professional observers to a significant
number of polling stations. Observation is crucial to deter fraud, to monitor the effectiveness of training and codes of conduct, and to guard against malpractice.
On Election Day, despite increased public confidence in the Afghan security forces, the
IEC was again unable to open as many polling centers as deemed necessary, ensure
safe custody of election material or secure poll workers and polling stations. The security assessment is not accurate as it does not reflect the reality on the ground. Election
day closures due to security can be subjected to more political interference or manipulation. The lack of a secure environment and commitment of security forces affects recruitment and retention of staff. The professionalism of security forces is questionable
due to cases of violations of the code of conducts during the 2014 election process
where some individuals were dismissed officially for these violations.
Another challenge is making the institution financially sustainable. At the moment,
they are dependent on the donors who are most likely to reduce funds and tighten
the use of any funds they give. In the approach towards sustainability, one option is
to use teachers as polling staff. ANSF will have to use the vast majority of its ground
and air assets to support the process. The IEC Public Outreach Sustainability Strategy
is searching for ways to reduce the cost for the next elections. They are also looking at
cost effectiveness, realistic activities and future needs, and requirements.
Another issue is political affiliation of staff where central recruitment system does not
allow for PEO screening and control of DFC. PEOs are not involved in recruitment of
polling staff while PEOs reassigned to new provinces do not have local knowledge necessary to discern affiliation. The selection for gender workshops and female staff are
politically affiliated.
The IEC calls for more observers to be deployed to all areas not only urban and secure
and more female observers and party agents. There is a need for better training for
observers on their tasks and IEC operations and procedures. IEC hopes for more commitment as agents were reported to leave before the end of polling, thus it is difficult
to have agents present during audit and recount.
Also noted was the shortage of materials as many contingency materials were returned.
There is a lack of security arrangements for speedy delivery of contingency materials.
Candidates transported voters to certain PCs causing over-crowding and were impossible to predict. The counting was affected by security of polling centers or stations on
Election Day. The extension of voting time pushed operations into the dark as security
forces were not ready to extend the timing while ALP was interfering with the elections.
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To ensure monitoring Mechanisms in Remote areas, there is a need to hire external and
impartial monitoring bodies. Also, introducing the candidate agents and observers
from election related organization for specific PCs/PSs should be compulsory.
In order to minimize electoral fraud and violations, providing and maintaining the voter
list should be mandatory. Interference from irresponsible persons in election process
should be prevented. Measures or sanctions must be taken against those individuals
found to be involved in electoral fraud. Staff involved in election fraud should be
dismissed and teachers can be recruited to fill these vacancies. Monitors can also be
assigned to specific polling and counting stations from beginning to end of process to
ensure transparency while security personnel are to remain at stations until the end
of the process. The boundaries of the districts need to be determined. Election Day
staff should not be assigned to their own districts. Since the issued VR cards lacks
credibility for the transparency of the election, proper options need to be taken into
consideration like issuing new cards and issuing E-Tazkera. A database should be developed to trace multiple card holders. There is also a need for improvement on the
coordination and cooperation between IEC and ECC. As a part of the Fraud Mitigation
Strategy, there should be specific anti-fraud policies which cover all phases of elections
and in order to achieve increased integrity. The IEC intends to implement a three-fold
strategy addressing three levels: technical level improvements, error reduction and
statistical reporting and wider community engagement in the process.
At the technical level, anti-fraud measures are built around four principles: use of better quality materials, strict controls on movement and handling of sensitive materials,
improved elaboration of procedures to discourage fraud and ensure its detection and
maximum transparency. The scrutiny of observers and agents, as well as media can be
used to maximize detection of error or malfeasance, and to increase confidence. At the
statistical level, sharing accurate information is essential, thus the need for reduction of
error rates in the process. The results communication strategy needs to be improved.
Wider community engagement would increase confidence in the results of the elections. At the government level, public outreach programs especially ones targeted at
women or civic education drive which focuses on the impact of election fraud can be
undertaken. A gender consultative group would also be helpful. Prevention of crimes
and protection of electoral materials should be included in the priority list. There should
be a regulatory framework which details the code of conducts. Authorities should be
engaged to pursue criminal violations. The training and accountability of Afghan security forces is also crucial. Illegally armed groups and individuals should be disarmed as
they undermine the democratic processes. While it may take some time, eliminating
the effects of 40 years of war can be achieved through multi-faceted initiatives like
civic education with human rights partners and CSOs.
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Thematic Discussions On Strategies For Fostering
Electoral Transparency And Integrity
One of the sessions during the third AESF was allotted for focused group discussions that allowed participants to divide and group themselves to four thematic
groups, namely: Voter Registration, and Counting, Voter Education & Inclusiveness:
PwDs, Minority and Women, Campaign and Political Finance, and Election Dispute
Resolution. Each thematic group had an assigned facilitator who facilitated the
discussions to ensure that the objective of the workshop are met. There were also
discussants selected from among the delegates who delivered 10-minute presentations.
In each theme, participants discussed best practices and effective strategies for
fostering transparency and integrity in different aspects of the electoral process.
They also identified common challenges confronted and ways how regional or international organizations can support them in overcoming those challenges. The
groups also listed possible areas of cooperation between EMBs and CSOs to develop a meaningful synergy among stakeholders. Lastly, each thematic group allotted
time to review the working draft of the Bali and commitment and deliberated on
the content for endorsement in the plenary.
Following the focused group discussions, the assigned facilitators and rapporteurs
shared the results to the plenary.
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Theme 1:
Voter Registration, polling, and counting
Facilitator: Dr. Gopal Siwakoti, Executive Director, NEOC, Nepal
Thematic group 1 discussed the most important principles guiding the implementation of transparent elections, specifically in the aspects of voter registration and
counting. The group used these principles as a guide to review existing documents
endorsed by Asian electoral stakeholders, including the working document for
AESF 3, the Bali Commitment. They have identified the following:
Voter Roll
• Principle of Equal Opportunity (Fairness)
• Principle of Entirety (Universal Suffrage)
• Principle of Eligibility & De-duplication
(Accuracy)
• Principle of Inclusiveness & Consistency
(Reliability).
• Principle of Effective Complaints Handling (Resolution)

• Articles 5&6: (Bangkok Declaration……)
• Section III (b). Efficient, Transparent
Pre-election Preparations: (Dili Indicators
of Democratic Elections)
• Key-5: Transparent voter registration:
Electoral Transparency (Bali Cooperation)

Polling Process
• General Atmosphere

• Articles 14,15,16,17,19: (Bangkok Declara-

• Location and Access

tion….)

• Display and Informed Citizenry

• Section III (c). Well-organized Election Day,

• Intimidation and Disturbances

Free from Fraud: (Dili Indicators of Democratic

• Security and Public Confidence

Elections)

• Party/Candidate Representatives

• Key 6 &7: Transparent observation & results

• Observation (domestic/international)

(Bali Cooperation)

• Adequacy of Materials/Time Management
• Affirmative Action/Leave No one Behind

Counting Procedure
• Ferrying (transport) System

• Article 20,21,22: (Bangkok Declaration…….)

• Condition of Boxes/Machines

• Section III (d). Timely Reporting of Election

• Establishment of Protocol

Results: (Dili Indicators of Democratic Elec-

• Timeliness and Access of Agents/Observers

tions)

• Transparency, Fairness & Impartiality

• Key 7&8: Transparent Results/Complaints

• Accuracy of Tabulation and Reconciliation

Process (Bali Cooperation)

• Technical Aspect
• Complaints Handling Mechanism
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Theme 2:
Voter Education & Inclusiveness: Persons with
Disabilities (PWDs), Minority, and Women
Facilitator: Tolhas Damanik, Disability Rights Advisor, AGENDA

Best practices
• Voter Education is considered to be a very important element in increasing voter participation and turnout during elections. There are various
methods practiced in delivering Voters Education but one among those
considered as best practices is the contextualization of materials by tailoring them to the characteristics and background of voters.
• Having more detailed information pertaining to voter demographics such
as age, gender, type of disability, etc. greatly support efforts of EMBs to
deliver Voters Education. This was the case in India.
• Having government institutions and civil society groups to support in the
conduct of voter education to fill in the gaps and limitations of EMBs.
• Collaborate with religious activities to widen the reach, this practice is
seen in Cambodia.
• Maximizing the advantages of technology and social media to further widen the reach of election information. Apps such as “rumah pintar Pemilu
Sriwijaya” in Indonesia is developed and launched to increase participation.
Common Challenges
• The changes in electoral procedures also require changing the “how to
vote” section of voter education which affects the conduct of voter education as seen in the case of Sri Lanka.
• Security concerns, intimidation, and money politics are among the major
obstacles (especially among women) to increasing voter turnout. Some
countries that continues to experience such situation are Bangladesh and
India.
• The lack of available regulation for inclusiveness.
• The need to link civic education and voter education. There is a need to go
beyond the technical know-how of how to vote.
• A limited resource is considered a major challenge in most countries as this
limits the capability of implementing organizations to reach the minority.
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Needed support from regional and international groups to overcome challenges
• Providing venue for sharing of experiences among different countries to
be able to learn and develop technical procedures in providing assistance
to minorities.
• Establish cooperation mechanism among stakeholders. The responsibility
to hold fully free and fair elections does not solely rely on EMBs. EMBs
also need the support of CSOs, the academe, and other government institutions.
Possible areas of cooperation among stakeholders
• Develop a technological tool for voter registration.
• Involve minority groups from planning, implementing, to monitoring of a
comprehensive voters education program.
• Develop election policies to promote inclusiveness and ensure minority
groups are not left out.
• Raise awareness among stakeholders to increase their political participation.
In closing, the group endorsed the working draft of the Bali Cooperation
“Electoral Transparency: Eight Keys to Integrity “with the following points
raised for consideration:
• Ensure that the minority voters (Person with Disabilities, Women, LGBT,
Remote Area) are registered in the voter list.
• Increase transparency for quality elections by using technology
• Include the words “inclusive” and accessible” for quality elections.

Theme 3:
Campaign and Political Finance
Facilitator: Ramon Casiple, Executive Director, IPER Philippines
Common Challenges
•

•
•

The increased use of money to influence voters through vote buying, bribery, and overspending in countries where there are limits to campaign
financing
Unique to Malaysia, expenditures are higher in internal elections of political parties due to factionalism
There are usually gaps in the law that leave loopholes and in some countries, there is the absence of a law to govern campaign finance such as in
Sri Lanka, Cambodia, and Malaysia.
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•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

•
•

There is a disconnect between laws governing political parties and candidate spending.
The lack of voters’ education for voters to be more aware about the so
they can reject bribes or vote-buying practices.
The enforcement of existing laws.
There is the lack or absence of mechanisms to ensure that the amounts
reported by political parties/candidates are accurate.
Common in most countries, there are no institutions or body strictly monitoring the campaign finance aspect of the elections. In some cases, the
EMB does not have the capacity to monitor and audit.
There are weak penalties for violations. Or in some cases, penalties are not
proportional to the degree of violation committed.
There is always the advantage of the incumbent and the difficulty in tracking where the source of money.
The use of money coming from ‘Illegal’ sources is also a common problem.
Pre-campaign spending has been observed in many cases where political parties and candidates begin their campaigns even before the official
start of the election period.
There are no Courts/body assigned to adjudicate cases related to campaign and political finance.
Lack of support by governments for a democratic exercise such as elections, support to parties can be given through subsidies. Weaker political
parties but with genuine agenda usually are in need of public finance
support.

Best practices by EMBs and CSOs to enhance transparency and integrity
in terms of Transparency Campaign Finance
• A Freedom of Information (FOI) act to complement the issue. The act
would require political parties, as per law to be made public.
• Political donations are placed in a registered bank account as a regulatory
measure such as in the case of Taiwan.
• Also in Taiwan, there is a separate body monitoring account and finance
information. This control unit is also a supervisory body supervising public servants.
• EMBs publishing to website and making all finance reports of political parties and candidates public.
Possible areas of cooperation between EMBs and CSOs
to further improve the process
• Using the Supply and Demand logic, what needs to be supplied are rules
and penalties. Meanwhile, for the demand side, there is the need to
strengthen voters’ education campaigns.
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•

To set up a joint committee as a follow-up to initial discussions. The aim of
this committee to come up with a reference model of regulating campaign
and political finance to ensure transparency and integrity. This model will
cover whole electoral cycle in the discourse.

The group endorsed the working draft of the Bali Cooperation “Electoral Transparency: Eight Keys to Integrity,” there are proposals to add more sections but
the group decided that the guiding documents would suffice and a more detailed
document may be produced in the committee.

Theme 4:
Electoral Dispute Resolution
Facilitator: Mr. Muddassir Rizvi
Best practices
• Employing simple but elaborate procedures will help ensure effective and
efficient resolution of electoral complaints.
• Adhering to a time frame will help ensure cases are resolved in a timely manner.
• Ensuring independent and impartial resolution of disputes as well as being
transparent in every step of the process build public trust and confidence.
Common Challenges
• The lack of understanding on electoral laws/ electoral processes by the
lawyers, judges, and voters pose a challenge in dispensing electoral justice.
• The loopholes and discrepancies in the legal framework, in some cases,
cause delays in the process.
• The complexities of the process impedes prompt and timely delivery to
electoral justice.
• The unfamiliarity to new technologies also causes delay in the dispensation
of justice
Possible areas of cooperation between EMBs
and CSOs to further improve the process
• To develop and implement a fair, transparent, and an effective mechanism
for those seeking redress for possible violations on the fundamental human
right of suffrage
• To build the capacities of relevant stakeholders in fair investigation and adjudication processes. This should be complemented by meaningful voter
education to help promote awareness among citizens.
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Plenary Panel Session 5
INTERACTIVE DIALOGUE ON THE IMPORTANCE
OF COOPERATION BETWEEN EMBS AND CSOs
FOR HOLDING QUALITY ELECTIONS
Moderator: Mr. Ichal Supriadi, Executive Director, Asian Network for Free
Elections (ANFREL)

The session discussed opportunities for improving cooperation between Asian EMBs
and CSOs to foster transparency and integrity in order to attain quality elections.

Role of Civil Society Organizations in the
Electoral Process of Sri Lanka
Mr. Mahinda Deshapriya
Commissioner
Department of Election of Sri Lanka
Mr. Deshapriya discussed the important role of CSOs in the electoral process in Sri
Lanka. He first introduced that the relationship between elections and CSOs in the
country dates back to nearly a century from when civil society lobbied for total independence from the British rule to the first ever election held in Sri Lanka in 1912
for the Legislative Council of Ceylon at which election only a very limited number
of voters were allowed to vote.
Also, to get more powerful and inclusive legislative body and Universal franchise,
the professionals, youth organizations, trade unions, and women’s organizations
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which were active in the latter half of the decade of 1920s made representation to
the Donoughmore Commission. With the recommendation of the Donoughmore
Commission, the State Council of Ceylon was established in 1931 through universal
franchise and had more powers than then existing legislative body.
He continued by narrating the informal CSOs at grass-root levels extended their cooperation to the election authorities / Department of Elections at the State Council
elections held in 1931, and 1936 (the World War II had prevented the conduct of
elections in the years 1940 - 1945) as well as at Parliamentary and Local Authorities elections held in 1947, 1952, 1956, 1960, 1965, 1970 and 1977.
The assistance of “Dayaka Sabha” or boards of devotees of places of religious observance, rural welfare societies and community development societies were always available particularly for the establishment of polling centers and conduct of
peaceful elections in their respective areas.
Among significant civil society organizations which were active until the end of
1970s were trade union movements, university student community and the co-operative movements. However, at the end of 1950s all these groups started to incline
towards political parties and by the mid-1970s the number of independent trade
unions and student movements were numbered.
He recounted that the youth insurrection in the South in 1971 and the suppression
there opened the doors for the emergence organizations to lobby for democracy
and human rights. The language and the ethnicity problem had surfaced even in
the middle of 1970s giving rise to the emergence of various organizations especially in the North. Among them were militant organizations as well as peace loving
civil organizations.
Some of those organizations received assistance from foreign organizations. The
dispossession of employments as a result of the general strike of July 1980 also
paved the way for the emergence of civil organizations in support of those who lost
their jobs. Religious leaders, scholars, artists, trade union leaders, ex-rebels, student activists, and rural level political activists were among the frontline members
of these organizations.
In addition to the revolt by the Tamil speaking youth in the northern part of the
island, the revolt by the Sinhala speaking youth in the south of the country during
1987 - 1990 and the movement against the Indo-Lanka Peace Accord hindered the
proper conduct of elections during the period from 1988 to 1989.
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A team of scholars and representatives of various civil society organizations met
the then Commissioner of Elections, Chandrananda de Silva during the nomination
period of the Presidential Election in 1988 and emphasized the need to conduct
the Presidential election as much justifiable as possible under the circumstances
prevailed at that time.
He further related that this significant chapter defined the election observation
body which subsequently became active in the field of elections to be called the
PAFFREL (Peoples Action for Free and Fair Elections).
These CSO Representatives and Foreign Observers from the SAARC Countries observed the said Presidential and Parliamentary election held in 1989 and 1994,
however, the local observer groups or CSOs did not have the opportunity to enter
any polling station for the purpose of observing.
During that time, Sri Lanka’s electoral laws did not include provisions for observers to enter the polling station. Only candidates and party agents were allowed
to enter the polling stations. However, reforms were introduced in 2004 with the
consultation of the Secretaries of Political parties, then Commissioner of Elections,
Dayananda Dissanayake granted permission to deploy static observers to the polling stations for PAFFREL and CMEV (Centre for Monitoring Election Violence)
He highlighted that the determinations of the Judiciary with respect to court cases
filed by the civil organizations and some individuals in their private capacity on the
interventions by the incumbent governments in the election processes have assisted the conduct of free and fair elections immensely.
Below were some of the issues identified and the corresponding recommendations
to address them:
1. Misdeeds such as stuffing, booth capturing, chasing the party agents,
threatening the voters or staff or agents at polling stations should lead to
cancellation of the poll and to call for a re-poll.
2. Preventing the appointment of persons who have not contested the relevant election to vacancies in the Provincial Councils or Local Authorities.
3. The Commissioner of Elections should act free from undue influence to
postpone elections under emergency situations.
4. The armed forces personnel should not in any way obstruct the voters
from entering the polling station even on security grounds.
5. Only police officers and armed forces personnel should be allowed carry
weapons at elections conducted under war situations.
6. The most significant feature was the enforcement of the legislation to
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make the production of identification card at the polling station compulsory-2006 CA (writ)
In point number 6, he explained that because impersonation had been a popular
activity during elections, the Parliament passed the bill making the possession of
National Identity Card a mandatory requirement for voting in 2004. It was further
mentioned that this law would be implemented by the Commissioner of Elections
only if the relevant authorities could ensure that measures have been taken to issue National Identity Cards to all electors.
He shared that as a result of PAFFREL going to courts with regard to the non-enforcement of the mandatory requirement of NIC, then Commissioner of Elections
had made arrangements for the issuance of alternative identity cards, that later
resulted in carrying a photo identity card.
Civil organizations and observer groups have been working in close cooperation
with the then Election Department and the Election Commission since 2000 and
particularly since 2010. He also shared an important development wherein election
observers eventually were also allowed in counting centers and not just in polling
stations.
He also mentioned that CSOs have hugely contributed in Voter Awareness programmes and capacity building programmes of election staff. With Sri Lanka having a vibrant civil society he also shared that apart from observer groups, other
organizations such as, Bar Association, Chambers of Commerce, Organization of
Professional Associations (OPA), Women’s Associations, Youth Organizations, Disabled Persons’ Associations, and Senior Citizens’ Associations worked hand in hand
with the Department of Elections in conducting elections and in revision of electors
from 2014 onwards.
Assistance to all grass-root level organizations (inclusive of welfare societies, benevolent societies, rural development societies, fishing and farming community
organizations) is mustered for the preparation of an all-inclusive electoral register.
The Election Commission, he said, is also working together with Women’s Organizations to increase the women’s representation in elected bodies and with youth
organizations in increasing the participation of youth in electoral process.
He acknowledged that from grassroots level CSOs to CSOs comprising of Professionals, they have all contributed to the Participatory Strategic Plan of the Election
Commission. Not only that, Election Commission is collaborating closely with International Agencies such as International Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES),
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Malaysian Commonwealth Study Circle and IDEA, and AGENDA.
For the Automation of the Electoral Registers in 2004 and for the preparation of
Participatory Strategic Plan 2017-2020, IFES has been helping them extensively
and they have also contributed towards Female and youth involvement.
In conclusion, he reiterated that Election Commission of Sri Lanka hugely appreciated the support extended by civil society organizations and non-governmental
organizations for their active role in the election process.

Building Public Information Disclosure
Ferry Kurnia Riskiyansyah
Commissioner
KPU Indonesia
Commissioner Riskiyansyah introduced his presentation by emphasizing that disclosure of public information is highly essential in elections, both in national and
local elections. He continued by sharing the experience of KPU in promoting transparency through information.
He described transparency in KPU as an obligation, a core value to realize its mission and vision, and is a tool to encourage participation and foster better relationship with the public.
He also explained the stages that KPU undertook to enhance transparency. He
identified four phases from 2008 to present as: socialization, internalization and
consolidation, and system development and improvement.
Phases of Transparency in KPU
Year

Phases

Conditions

2008 -2009

Socialization

Enactment of Public Information Disclosure Act (UU KIP)

2010- 2013

Internalization and
Consolidation

KPU developed regulations to adopt KIP

System
Development
and
improvement

KPU consolidated the implementation of transparency

2014
2015
2016

KPU received awards from Information Commission
(2nd out of 10)
KPU developed and approved a roadmap on transparency
(public information, disclosure, digitalization,
and open data roadmap)
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He provided further details about the most recent phase in developing the system
and improving transparency. He shared the steps undertaken by the commission
during this phase.
The first step is building a new paradigm with emphasis on rights to information.
This step included internal assessments, trainings, comparing of experiences and
lessons, and networking. Trainings have been conducted across the provinces of
Indonesia.
The second step is the creation of the system for information. He explained this
step by identifying four Ms: Man, Method, Machine, and Material.
Man

Creating (and designating) an Officer of Information Management (PPID)
Integrating the services of KPU
Providing facilitators training

Method

Public Information services
Pro-active disclosure
Consequential harm test
List of public information
Monitoring and evaluation

Machine
(pro-active
disclosure, service,
and engagement
in elections)

Development and implementation of various technological tools:
• Information System for Voter Registration (SIDALIH)
• Information System for Counting (SITUNG)
• Information System for Candidacy (SILON)
• Information System for Electoral Stages (SITAP)
Maximizing the use of Social Media to disseminate information.
Development of an online Public Information Service: www.ppid.kpu.
go.id. The services it offers are request for information, objection on
information, and list of public information.

Materials

Collection of materials such as hard and digital documents, such as:
1. KPU Profile and the Personnels
2. Activities and the performance
3. Financial activities
4. Reports and How to access Information
5. Procedure of Denunciation
6. Procurement of Logistics and Services
7. Regulation

Commissioner Riskiyansyah was also pleased to share that the efforts of KPU to
strengthen transparency earned them an award of appreciation from the Information Commission and the President of the Republic of Indonesia in 2015.
He added that more improvements are being done with KPU now designing an
e-training to accelerate the target of Information transparency implementation in
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all units and levels of the General Election Commission of Indonesia in the country’s
34 provinces and 514 regencies/municipalities.
In closing, he presented the goals of KPU by year 2019 as follows: re-management
of archiving, full implementation of public information disclosure act, digitalization
of data, and the implementation of Open Data.

Collaboration With Stakeholders:
Enhancing Electoral Credibility In Nepal
Ila Sharma
Commissioner
Election Commission of Nepal (ECN)
Commissioner Ila Sharma’s presentation focused on Election Commission of Nepal’s
interface with Civil Society, the Forum of Election Management Bodies of South Asia
(FEMBOSA), other EMBs, implementing partners, and stakeholders within the Government of Nepal.
She continued by sharing examples of their engagement with CSOs. The engagement
involved consultations on regulations and processes that could affect the voters, consultations on review and reforms to the legal framework and other regulations and
procedures, and requesting feedback from them on how to make the process more
inclusive. She acknowledged that CSOs participation has proven to be very valuable
and this needs a policy and strategy. Ongoing is the development of new voters’
education policy, communication and media policy and strategy. Nepal already has
a policy for Observers.
She also described five categories of interface with CSOs: opinion building and advocacy for policy reforms, observation, voters’ education, voters’ registration (engagement with IFES), engagement with the Media.
There will be three direct elections within a period of two years; there will also be two
indirect elections where separate electoral colleges will elect the National Assembly
(upper house), the President and Vice-President. With these major electoral activities,
ECN will continue its collaboration with CSOs. They plan to call on CSOs to assist in
widening their outreach, as well as broaden their roles in observing and reporting,
and providing feedback to the electoral process. The ECN will also continue to build
capacities of the CSOs and their members, so as to ensure an informed civil society
that can play a significant role in enhancing the reach, inclusion and overall credibility of the electoral process.
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As a way forward with their continued partnership with CSOs, she shared that the
ECN will continue to consult Think Tanks and alliances of CSOs on framing and revising regulations and guidelines that affect voters and CSOs. They will continue
engagement with CSOs to ensure reforms to electoral laws and processes to enhance
inclusive and credible elections. They will also deepen engagement with CSOs as the
solutions lie in better transparency and better engagement; transparency can be
withheld at time for the sake of better transparency, but cannot be forsaken. As an
organization, she explained that ECN will redefine its function as EMB to include excellence and quality apart from the core function of conducting of elections.
Commissioner Sharma explained that there is a need for “opening up.” Traditionally, the core function of EMB is to conduct election while aspirations for quality or
excellence were not considered. Conservative and bureaucratic EMBs would remain
to have such mindset. Thus, engagement with CSOs is imperative for credibility and
integrity of elections. In Nepal, they have realized that CSOs and the Media can become ECN’s allies in its pursuit for credibility and transparency.
She continued by remarking on the importance of regional alliance. She introduced
the Forum of Election Management Bodies in South Asia (FEMBOSA), a regional
forum for cooperation among South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation
(SAARC) EMBs. She recalled that it was established during the first meeting of heads
of SAARC EMBs in Dhaka, Bangladesh in 2010.
She noted that FEMBOSA enables the sharing of best electoral practices in the region. It holds periodic meetings where sharing of practices on variety of issues take
place. Commissioner Sharma also shared that FEMBOSA’s work plan involves the
study to develop the way forward for the region. This involves various issues such
as autonomy and independence, strategic planning for EMBs, political/campaign
finance, electoral technology, electoral dispute resolution, media engagement and
monitoring, and inclusion and wider voter outreach. FEMBOSA prioritizes regional
issues. She also provided an overview of the succeeding meetings of FEMBOSA:
• Second Meeting, Pakistan, 2011 They shared experiences and decided
to take concrete steps towards formalizing the forum of heads of EMBs
of South Asian countries.
• Third Meeting, New Delhi, 2012 The Charter of FEMBoSA was signed.
• Fourth meeting, Bhutan, 2013 was held with the theme “Sharing experiences and resources for better electoral practices in South Asia”
• Fifth meeting, Kathmandu, 2014was held with the theme “Regulating
campaign finance: ensuring free and fair elections”
• Establishment of South Asian Institute for Democracy and Electoral
Studies (SAIDES)
• Commitment to conduct more research regionally on campaign finance,
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•
•
•
•

to form regional alliance, to introduce electoral/voter education curriculum at school level, to ensure inclusion and gender equality in overall
electoral process and system, to organize exposure visits for sharing of
experiences and best practices in the region among others.
Sixth Meeting, Colombo, 2015 was held with the main theme of “Autonomy and Independence of EMB”.
The Seventh Meeting in Maldives, this August, 2016.
The Meeting followed up on previous Resolutions, came up with eight
point Male Resolution.
Highlights are adopting modern technology for conducting free and fair
elections, adopting inclusive electoral process with especial focus on
differently-abled electors, sharing good practices in the mechanism on
electoral dispute resolution.

She also introduced the body’s recently established South Asian Institute Democracy
Electoral Studies (SAIDES). Its establishment recognized that all countries in the region share common socio-political contexts. Therefore, they deemed it necessary to
start building their own body of good practices.
The objectives of SAIDES are to document and consolidate the knowledge created
in the EMBs during their respective elections, and to conduct cutting edge research
based on such knowledge. They intend to contribute the research findings to policymaking of EMBs.
SAIDES, she explained, will engage with CSOs and the academe, including Universities and Think Tanks, and encourage independent and collaborative research on
electoral and allied subjects under the umbrella of the organization.
She said that it has the potential for the biggest institutionalized mechanism for collaboration between EMBs and CSOs.
AESF-3 and beyond
Post AESF-3 activities were also discussed during the conference. The Deputy of
Indonesia’s Bawasluh, Commissioner Nasrullah, had put forward the importance of
a follow-up activity before the country’s local elections to be held on early 2017. On
behalf of Bawaslu, he expressed interest in facilitating another regional conference.
Moreover, the Sri Lanka’s Elections Commission’s Chairperson, Mahinda Deshapriya, on behalf of the people of Sri Lanka, took on the challenge and announced that
they will be hosting the fourth AESF in Colombo in 2018. He invited stakeholders
to actively work together in order to make the 4th gathering of Asian election
stakeholders a reality.
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Closing Ceremony
Reading of the Bali Commitment
The closing proceedings kicked off with the ceremonial reading of the Bali commitment by representatives of CSOs and EMBs. The Bali commitment marked the
culmination of the conference. The Bali commitment is an important document that
unites Asian stakeholders in their pursuit towards more transparent and accountable elections. It as a document endorsed by the delegates after going through a
process of deliberations through the thematic workshop discussions.

The Bali commitment is a declaration of commitments by Asian stakeholders
pledging to fulfil their duties in order to make elections in their respective countries more democratic, transparent, and accountable. It also highlighted eight (8)
key principles of transparent elections that will serve as everyone’s guide as they
carry out their commitments.
The Bali commitment were read before the Foreign Minister of Republic of Indonesia, H.E. Retno LP Marsudi, chairperson of KPU RI, Hon. Juri Ardiantoro, Chairman of ANFREL, Damaso Magbual and over 200 attendees by Mrs. Sri Budi Eko
Wardhani M.Si, Professor in Faculty of Social Science Indonesia University; Mrs.
Munira Khan, President of Free Elections Monitoring Alliances (FEMA), Bangladesh; I Dewa Kade Wiarsa Raka Sandi, ST., SH, Chairman of KPU in Bali Province;
Mrs. Burmaa Radnaa, Founder and consultant of Women Social Progress (WSP)
Mongolia; Ms. Lee Yengyi, Director of Sasang-Gu Elections Commission, South
Korea.
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H.E. Retno LP Marsudi
Minister of Foreign Affairs
Republic of Indonesia
H.E. Marsudi noted that over the last few decades, democracy has strengthened in
Asia as more and more countries have already embraced democracy. The delegates
applauded as she emphasized that “democracy is not an option but it is a must”.
She further argued that democracy brings good governance and good governance
brings prosperity for the people. More and more countries are now allowing people
to participate and determine their way forward. Most recently, the world witnessed
the transition in Myanmar as it successfully held its democratic elections. The freedom for people to express their choices and to be able elect their candidates are
main keys to improving political stability, security, and economic growth.
She added that democracy is an ongoing process that needs to be nurtured,
strengthened, and consolidated at every turn. It must evolve and improve to better
accommodate the aspirations of the people. Therefore, she found that topics discussed in the forum, particularly on transparency and integrity of elections to be
timely and very appropriate.
Transparency and integrity for quality elections are key ingredients for solid and
quality democracy. They enhance the quality and resilience of democracy as well
as democratic institutions. She further said that these principles are instrumental
to increasing the people’s trust and ownership in the democratic process. She was
pleased to know that the forum discussed several relevant topics such as transparency and integrity in elections, the use of technology in elections, addressing
democratic challenges in elections. These are among the most essential issues for
democratic elections.
H.E. Marsudi also mentioned that political infrastructures must be continuously
develop through larger participation of civil society and the media in democracy.
There is a need to continue and sustain such joint efforts among these bodies to
ensure transparency and integrity in elections toward better and more mature
democratic institutions, toward more independent, accountable, and quality elections, and toward developing strong and enduring democratic culture.
She then highlighted two important
points to further improve democracy
and elections. First is the need to take
into account the overseas voters. She
explained that one of the basic principles of democratic elections is that “ev-

“democracy is not an option
but it is a must”
HE. Retno Marsudi
Indonesian Foreign Minister
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ery vote matters.” For many countries, residents living abroad have the potential
to determine the course and outcome of elections. We cannot take these votes for
granted. Therefore, it is vital to take advantage of information and communication
technology to facilitate elections for voters abroad.
Second is the need for international cooperation in consolidating democracy. International community must play a key role towards the consolidation of democracy.
For Indonesia’s part, she shared that since 2008 Indonesia has convened 18 capacity building programs in the field of democracy attended by 288 participants from
more than 15 countries in order to establish cooperation among its neighbors to
strengthen democracy. Furthermore, Indonesia initiated the Bali Democracy Forum (BDF) as an annual intergovernmental forum to improve democracy among
countries in the Asia-Pacific region. She also noted that number of participating
countries continue to grow each year. Launched in 2008, the 8th BDF took place
in December 2015 which was attended by participants from 75 countries and international organizations.
In closing, she congratulated the delegates for adopting the eight keys to integrity
for electoral transparency. She welcomed the spirit of cooperation between EMBs
and CSOs to implement the 8 keys. It reflects a concrete step taken after the Bangkok declaration on free and fair elections. However, she reminded the delegates
that the journey does not stop here. She expressed hope to be able to continue
and enhance the cooperation in the promotion of democracy especially of electoral
transparency and integrity.
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AESF III Delegates with H.E Retno LP Marsudi of the Indonesian Foreign Ministry at the conclusion
of the Conference

ANFREL Chairperson, Damaso Magbual,
together with KPU Cairperson Hon. Juri
Ardiantoro and Sri Lankan EC Chairperson Hon. Mahinda Deshapriya, hand out
token of Appreciation to H.E. Retno LP
Marsudi.

Democracy is a must: by H.E. Retno
LP Marsudi, Foreign Minister of Republic of Indonesia.
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Conclusion
AESF-3 is a testimony of another successful collaboration
among EMBs, CSOs, and International organizations to
promote the importance of democratic elections.
Delegates to the conference returned to their respective home countries with important lessons gained from the resource persons. Among them is the emerging
role of technology in promoting transparency in the conduct of elections while also
keeping in mind the much-needed safeguards to make it more meaningful.
Even in Myanmar’s historic elections, UEC’s chairperson Hon. U Hla Thein has emphasized how technology provided an opportunity to increase transparency, accountability, and efficiency. The integration of IT was one of the country’s biggest
achievements as they developed a website for voters to check their registration
status. It was an important transparency measure but they also ensured the privacy of voters.
AESF-3 saw the delegates’ keen interest to sustain the cooperation between EMBs
and CSOs. Their desire to make follow-up discussions to further thresh out and
hopefully draft action plans based on the Bali commitment certainly add positive
value to the overall goal of the Forum.
The support from governments, such as that of Indonesia as expressed by its foreign minister gives much encouragement despite the challenges confronted by
stakeholders.
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Annexes
Annex A: AESF III Program Agenda

ARRIVAL DAY AUG 22nd 2016
1500 – Onward Arrival and Check-in
1900 – 2100

Welcome Dinner Hosted by KPU
Chairman of the KPU, Hon. Juri Ardiantoro
Chairman of ANFREL, Damaso G Magbual
Dignitaries:
1. Vasudewa Mohan, Asian Regional Director of International Foundation
for Electoral System (IFES)
2. Juhwan Lee, Director of Association of World Electoral Bodies (AWEB)
3. Peter Manikas, Asian Director of National Democratic Institute (NDI),
4. Dr. SY. Quraishi, Former Chief of Elections Commission of India

DAY 1 – AUG 23rd 2016
0 – 800

Registration

0900 – 1000

OPENING CEREMONY
Indonesia National Anthem “The Indonesia Raya”
Video Presentation of the AESF, and KPU
Welcoming Remarks:
1. Hon. Juri Ardiantoro, Chairman of the KPU, Republic of Indonesia.
2. Damaso G. Magbual, Chairperson, Asian Network for Free Elections (ANFREL).
3. Tadjoudin Ali Diabacté. United Nation Electoral Assistance Division, UNEAD
Department of Political Affair (EAD/DPA).
4. Amb. Mohamed Habib Kabachi, Director, Political Affairs, Organization Islamic
Conference (OIC).
5. Romeo Arca Jr, Assistant Director, ASEAN Secretariat
Symbolic opening by traditional music instrument
MC: Ms. Reni Rianjani and Representative of KPU Prov. Bali

1000 – 1030

PHOTO SESSION

1030 – 1045

Coffee Break & Refreshments
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1045 – 1230

PLENARY PANEL SESSION 1: Electoral Transparency and Integrity:
Principles, Standards, and Challenges
This session will provide an introduction to criteria for democratic elections
and examine what truly constitutes electoral integrity and transparency. The
panelists will discuss international principles of electoral transparency, integrity, and quality, noting in particular the evolution of democratic elections
in Indonesia, including efforts to ensure greater transparency in the entire
election cycle.
Keynote Speaker:
The Importance of Transparency and Integrity in Democratic Elections
Hon. Prof. Dr. Jimly Asshiddiqie, SH, Chairman of the Honorary Council of
Electoral Officers (DKPP) and Former Chief of Constitutional Court of Republic
of Indonesia.
Moderator: Arief Budiman, KPU Commissioner
Topics and Presenters:
1. Evolution of Efforts to Foster Transparent, Free and Fair Elections in Indonesia: By Hadar Nafis Gumay, Commissioner KPU Republic of Indonesia.
2. What constitutes Electoral Transparency and Integrity: Transparency and
open election Data. By Michael McNulty, Senior Program Manager, National Democratic Institute for International Affairs (NDI).
3. Viewing Transparency, Integrity and Quality of Elections in Asia through
the Lens of the Bangkok Declaration on Free and Fair Elections and the
Dili Indicators of Democratic Elections. By Koul Panha, Deputy Chairman
of ANFREL.
Interactive Session

1230 – 1330

LUNCH BREAK

1330 – 1510

PLENARY PANEL SESSION 2: How Can Technology Be Employed to Enhance
the Transparency and Integrity of Elections?
The use of information and communications technology (ICT) in elections,
when implemented properly and in appropriate contexts, can help to improve
the efficiency and transparency of electoral processes and strengthen the
credibility of elections. This session will discuss available ICT tools, platforms
and implementing methods that can be used by diverse stakeholders to support the creation of a more transparent election environment. The discussion
will benefit by drawing on the experiences of panelists from four countries
that have recently held elections, who will reflect on the use of ICT in election
administration, public outreach, and monitoring.
Moderator: Rohana N. Hettiarachchie, Executive Director, PAFFREL, Sri Lanka
Topics and Presenters:
1. Assistance to enhance Transparency and integrity on democratic elections in Asia by uses of ICT. By David Ennis, Chief of Party, International Foundation for Electoral Systems (IFES), Indonesia
2. Technology and Information to enhancing transparency and integrity
of the Elections:
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a) Public Information and Electoral Processes in Myanmar elections
2015. By Hon. U Hla Thein, Chairman Union Elections Commission Republic of the Union of Myanmar.
b) Addressing frauds and automating Elections Process. By Atty.
Luie Tito F. Guia, Commissioner of COMELEC Republic of the
Philippines.
c) Efficient Voter Education in Mongolia elections. By Oyuntuya
Sumiya, Executive Director, Women for Social Progress & Voter
Education Centre (WSP/VEC), Mongolia.
d) How can technology be employed to enhance the Transparency
and Integrity, AWEB experiences supporting elections in Kyrgyzstan. By Juwhan Lee, Director- A WEB.
Interactive Session: 20 minutes
1510 – 1525

Coffee Break & Refreshments

1525 – 1650

PLENARY PANEL SESSION 3: Addressing Challenges
to Democratic Elections in Asia
Asian countries face a wide range of electoral challenges. While the scope
of these challenges varies and experience with electoral democracy across
the region is uneven, transparency and integrity are necessary for quality
elections everywhere. This session will draw on the experiences of electoral
management bodies and CSOs operating in difficult contexts in countries as
diverse as Thailand, Bangladesh, and Afghanistan. The panelists will discuss
ongoing efforts to enhance transparency and integrity in some of Asia’s most
challenging electoral environments.
Moderator: Shahid Fiaz, CEO of Free and Fair Elections Network, Pakistan
Topics and Presenters:
1. Election Observation is Enhancing Transparency and Integrity in Indonesia. By Nasrulah, Electoral Supervisory Body (Bawaslu) Republic of
Indonesia.
2. Promoting Electoral Transparency and Integrity in the most challenging situations;
a) Managing Elections and Maintaining Independence Amid Political Instability: Ricocheting Between Coups d’états and Democracy: Somchai Srisuthiyakorn, Commissioner of Elections Commission of Kingdom of Thailand.
b) Saving Democratic Elections in Bangladesh. By Dr. MD. Abdul
Alim, Director of Elections Working Group (EWG), People’s Republic of Bangladesh.
c) Afghanistan Elections: Risks and Challenges. By Sareer Ahmad
Barmak, Commissioner of Independent Elections Commission
(IEC) Islamic Republic of Afghanistan.
Interactive Session: 10 minutes
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1650 – 1720

WRAP UP AND CLOSE OF DAY ONE
Arief Budiman, Commissioner of KPU Republic of Indonesia

1700 – 1900

Dinner hosted by Governor of Bali. I Made Mangku Pastika
Venue: Official Governor Residence.

DAY 2 – AUG 24th 2016
0830 – 0840
10 Mins

WELCOME BACK AND REVIEW OF DAY ONE / OVERVIEW OF THEMATIC DISCUSSIONS
Moderator: Bidhayak Das, ANFREL

0900 – 1100
(120 Min)

WORKSHOP SESSION: Thematic Discussions on Strategies For Fostering
Electoral Transparency and Integrity
Participants may choose from among 4 focus groups to discuss existing practices and effective strategies for fostering transparency and integrity in different aspects of the electoral process. Facilitators will encourage participants
to share their own country’s practices, successes and challenges in relation
to a particular thematic area to contribute to a discussion about strategies to
promote greater transparency and integrity in elections.

0900 – 1100
(120 Mins)

Group 1:
Voter Registration, Polling and
Counting
Facilitator:
Dr. Gopal Siwakoti
Executive Director
NEOC, Nepal

Group 2:
Voter Education
& Inclusiveness:
PwDs, Minority
and Women,

Facilitator:
Tolhas Damanik,
Disability Rights
Advisor, AGENDA
Rapporteur:
Rapporteur:
Maskuruddin, NaKaka Suminta,
CT KIPP Indonesia. tional Coordinator
of JPPR
1115 – 1230

Group 3:
Campaign and
Political Finance

Group 4:
Electoral Dispute
Resolution

Facilitator:
Ramon Casiple,
Executive Director
of IPER, Philippine

Facilitator:
Muddassir Rizvi

Rapporteur:
Kristina Uy Gadaingan ANFREL
program officer

Rapporteur:
U Sai Ye Kyaw
Swar Myint
Executive Director,
PACE-Myanmar

PLENARY SESSION 4: Review of Notes and Conclusions of Thematic Focus
Group Discussions
Facilitator: Bidhayak Das, ANFREL
Rapporteur 1: Kaka Suminta, KIPP Indonesia Representative
Rapporteur 2: Maskurudin Hafidz, JPPR Representative
Rapporteur 3: Kristina Uy Gadaingan, ANFREL
Rapporteur 4: U Sai Ye Kyaw Swar Myint, head of People’s Alliance for
Credible Elections (PACE), Myanmar

1230 – 1345

LUNCH
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1345 – 1545

PLENARY SESSION 5: Interactive Dialogue on the Importance of Cooperation
Between EMBs and CSOs for Holding Quality Elections
This session will discuss opportunities for improving cooperation between
Asian EMBs and CSOs to foster transparency and integrity in order to attain
quality elections [introducing the “Bali Commitments” for discussion and
adoption by participants].
Moderator; Ichal Supriadi, Executive Director of ANFREL
1. Hon. Mahinda Deshapriya, Commissioner, Department of Election
of Sri Lanka
2. Ila Sharma, Elections Commission of Federal Democratic Republic
of Nepal.
3. Ferry Kurnia Riskiyansyah, Commissioner of the KPU Republic of
Indonesia.

1545 – 1700

CLOSING CEREMONY
“Bali Commitments on cooperation to achieve 8 keys integrity elections”
Reading
Document reader:
1.
Sri Budi Eko Wardhani M.Si, Professor in Faculty of Social Science
Indonesia University.
2.
Munira Khan, President of Free Elections Monitoring Alliances
(FEMA), Bangladesh.
3.
I Dewa Kade Wiarsa Raka Sandi, ST., SH, Chairman of KPU in Bali
Province
4.
Burmaa Radnaa, Founder and consultant of Women Social Progress
(WSP) Mongolia.
5.
Lee Yengyi, Director of Sasang-Gu Elections Comission, South Korea
Closing Remarks:
H.E Mrs. Retno L.P Marsudi, Minister of Foreign Affairs of Republic of Indonesia

1700 – 1730

Photo Session

1730 – 2100

FAREWELL DINNER HOSTED BY KPU
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Annex B: List of Delegates
#

COUNTRY

INSTITUTION
/ ORGANIZATIONS

NAME OF
PARTICIPANT

DESIGNATION

1

Afghanistan

IEC, Independent Elections
Commission

Ahmad Sareer
Barkmak

Election
Commissioner

2

Afghanistan

FEFA, Free & fair Elections
Forum of Afghanistan

Mohammad Yousuf
Rasheed

Executive
Director

3

Azerbaijan

EPDE, European Platform for Anar Mammadli
Democratic Elections

Member of
Board

4

Bangladesh

BEC, Bangladesh Elections
Commission

MD SHAH Nawaz

Elections
Commissioner

5

Bangladesh

Odhikar

ASM Nasir Uddin
Elan

Director

6

Bangladesh

FEMA, Free Elections Monitoring Alliance

Munira Khan

President

7

Bangladesh

EWG, Election Working
Group

Dr Abdul Alim

Director

8

Bhutan

Elections Commission of
Bhutan

Dawa Tenzin

Secretary
Department of
Elections

9

Cambodia

NEC, National Elections
Commission

Hang Puthea

Commissioner

10

Cambodia

COMFREL, The Committee
Koul Panha
for Free and Fair Elections in
Cambodia

Executive Director

11

Cambodia

NICFEC, Neutral & Impartial
Committee for Free & Fair
Elections in Cambodia

Sam Kuntheamy

Executive Director

12

Cambodia

ADHOC, Cambodia Human
Rights & Development Association

Ky Latt

Head of Land
and Human
Rights Section

13

Cambodia

TIC, Transparency International Cambodia

Kol Preap

Executive Director

14

Cambodia

NDI, National Democratic
Institute

Jony Ne

Senior Program
Officer

15

Colombia

MOE, Acuerdo de Lima

Alejandra B. Cabre- National Direcra
tor

16

Germany

Electoral Integrity

Max Grömping

Researcher

17

Germany

The Carter Center

Stefan Kauser

Field Director,
Myanmar

18

Georgia

ENEMO, European Network
of Election Monitoring organizations

Nino Lomjaria

Secretary General

19

Guatemala

Acción Ciudadana (AC), Acuerdo de Lima

Manfredo Marroquin

President of the
Board
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20

India

ECI, Election Commission of
India

Dr. S.Y. Quraishi

Former Chairperson

21

India

ADR, Association for Democratic Reform

Prof. Sadhu T.
Sastry

Chairman

22

India

ANFREL

Bidhayak Das

Capacity Building Manager

23

Japan

Waseda University, political
science

Prof. Mitsuru YAMADA

Dean of Faculty

24

Japan

Waseda University, political
science

Kazumi ABE

Researcher

25

Japan

Waseda University, political
science

Dr. Miki HONDA

Associate Professor

26

Jordan

Al Hayat Center for Civil
Society Development

Danial Alamarin

Senior Monitoring & Evaluation
Officer

27

Kenya

E-HORN, East and Horn of
Africa Elections Observers
Network

Raphael Mule
Musau

Regional Coordinator

28

Kenya

Kenya Human Rights Commission

Carol Werunga

Program
Advisor: Electoral
Governance

29

Liberia

IREDD/ECC, Institute for
Research and Democratic
Development | WAEON

Harold Marvin
Aidoo

Executive Director

30

Lebanon

LADE, Lebanese Association
of Democratic Elections –
ANDE, Arab Network for
Democratic Elections

Joe Keyrouz

Member of
Board Director

31

Malaysia

SPR, Suruhan Jaya Pilihan
Raya

Tuan Haji Sulaiman
Bin Haji Narawi

Member of
Commissioner

32

Malaysia

SPR, Suruhan Jaya Pilihan
Raya

Noor Arnindayanty Deputy Director
Binti Noor Adzman Negeri Sembilan
State Election
Office

33

Malaysia

SPR, Suruhan Jaya Pilihan
Raya

Alias Bin Deraman

Administrative
Officer

34

Malaysia

Bersih 2.0

Shahrul Aman
Mohd Saari

Deputy Chair
Person

35

Malaysia

ADN, Asia Democracy Network

Yap Swee Seng

Advocacy Director Consultant

36

Malawi

MESN, Malawi Electoral
Steven Duwa-Phiri
Support Network | ESN-SA,
Electoral Support Network of
Southern Africa

37

Maldives

Elections Commission Republic of Maldives
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38

Maldives

TM, Transparency Maldives

Ahmed Ahid Rasheed

Senior Project
Coordinator

39

Mongolia

WSP/VEC, Women Social
Progress/Voter Education
Center

Oyuntuya Sumiya

Chairwomen

40

Mongolia

WSP/VEC, Women Social
Progress/Voter Education
Center

Burmaa Radnaa

Former MPs,
Former Minister
of food & agriculture

41

Mongolia

WSP/VEC, Women Social
Progress/Voter Education
Center

Munkhnaran
Avirmed

Research &
Training Manager

42

Mongolia

WSP/VEC, Women Social
Progress/Voter Education
Center

Elberel Davaa

Project Manager

43

Myanmar

UEC, Union Election Commission

Hon. U Hla Thein

Chairman

44

Myanmar

UEC, Union Election Commission

U Tin Tun

Director General

45

Myanmar

PACE, People’s Alliance for
Credible Elections

U Sai Ye Kyaw Swar Executive DirecMyint
tor

46

Myanmar

PACE, People’s Alliance for
Credible Elections

Han Soe Tun

Program Manager

47

Myanmar

COM, Charity Oriented
Myanmar

Nway Nway Tun

Program Director

48

Myanmar

EEOPs, Election Education
and Observation Partners

Kyaw Htin

Program Coordinator

49

Myanmar

IFES, International Foundation for Electoral Support

Paul Flannan
Guerin

Myanmar Chief
of Party

50

Myanmar

Independent

Zani Maung

Interpreter

51

Nepal

ECN, Elections Commission
of Nepal

Ila Sharma

Election
Commissioner

52

Nepal

NEOC, Nepal Elections Observation Committee

Dr. Gopal K. Siwakoti

Secretary General

53

Pakistan

FAFEN, Free and Fair Elections Network

Shahid Fiaz

Chief Executive
Officer

54

Pakistan

FAFEN, Free and Fair Elections Network

Muddassir Rizvi

Former Chief of
Officer

55

Philippines

COMELEC, Commission on
Elections

Atty. Luie Tito F.
Guia

Elections
Commissioner

56

Philippines

NAMFREL, National Citizens' Damaso G. Magual
Movement for Free Elections
| ANFREL

Chairman

57

Philippines

IPER, Institute for Political
and Electoral Reform

Executive Director
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58

Philippines

ADN, Asian Democracy
Network

Consuelo Katrina A. Steering ComLopa
mittee

59

Philippines

ASEAN, Association of
Southeast Asian Nations

Romeo Arca, Jr

60

Philippines

ANFREL

Kristina Uy Gadain- Program Officer/
gan
AERC Researcher

61

Republic of China
(ROC) -Taiwan

TFD, Taiwan Foundation for
Democracy

Dr. Eric Chen Hua
Yu He

Director, Domestic Affair,
Elections Study
Center

62

Republic of China
(ROC) -Taiwan

Soochow University

Dr. Shiow-duan
Hawang

Standing
Committee of
transparency
International
Chinese Taipei
(Taiwan), and
Chairman of CCW

63

Republic of China
(ROC) -Taiwan

CCW, Citizen Congress
Watch

Prof. Chien Fu
Chen

Standing Director

64

South Korea

NEC, National Elections
Commission

Choi Heeyoung

Deputy Director
of Personnel
Dept.

65

South Korea

NEC, National Elections
Commission

Lee Yengyi

Head of Regional

66

South Korea

KHRN, Korea Human Rights
Network

Seong Hoon (Anselmo) Lee

Secretary General

67

South Korea

PSPD, People Solidarity for
Participatory Democracy

Jung Eun Park

Deputy Secretary General

68

South Korea

ADN, Asia Democracy Network

Soo Yon Suh

Program Coordinator

69

South Korea

A-WEB, Association World
Electoral Bodies

Juwhan Lee

Director

70

South Korea

A-WEB, Association World
Electoral Bodies

Mi Sun Ock

---

71

South Sudan

SsuNDE, South Sudanese
Network for Democracy and
Elections | EHORN

Lony Rout Kok

Chairman

72

Sri Lanka

ECS, Elections Commission
of Sri Lanka

Hon. Mahinda
Deshapriya

Chairman

73

Sri Lanka

ECS, Elections Commission
of Sri Lanka

Mohamed Mahdoom Mohamed

Additional Commissioner
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74

Sri Lanka

ECS, Elections Commission
of Sri Lanka

Rizaan Manzil Abdul Hameed

Coordinating
Secretary for
Chairman

75

Sri Lanka

ECS, Elections Commission
of Sri Lanka

Samuel R.H. Holee

Election
Commissioner

76

Sri Lanka

ECS, Elections Commission
of Sri Lanka

Nalin Jayantha
Abeyesekere

Election
Commissioner

77

Sri Lanka

Embassy of Sri Lanka

H.E. Dharshana M.
Perera

Ambassador

78

Sri Lanka

PAFFREL, People Action for
Free and Fair Elections

Rohana N. Hettiarchchi

Executive Director

79

Sri Lanka

PAFFREL, People Action for
Free and Fair Elections

Sujeewa Gayanath
Deyagu Badaurage

National Coordinator

80

Sri Lanka

IFES, International Foundation for Electoral Support

Vasudevan Mohan

Regional Director of Asia
Pacific

81

Sri Lanka

ANFREL

Chandanie Watawala

Senior Program
Officer

82

Thailand

ECT, Elections Commission
of Thailand

Hon. Somchai
Srisutiyakorn

Election
Commissioner

Thailand

ECT, Elections Commission
of Thailand

Sakorn Jitjong

Secretary to the
ECT Chair

Thailand

ECT, Elections Commission
of Thailand

Yuttana Chabuafdang

Election Officer

83

Thailand

We Watch

Ruangrit Pothiprom

North East Coordinator

84

Thailand

ANFREL

Pongsak Chanon

Senior Program
Officer

85

Timor-Leste

CNE, The Comissão Nacional
de Eleições

Jose Agostinho da
Costa Belo

Chairman

86

Timor-Leste

CNE, The Comissão Nacional
de Eleições

Teresinha MN.
Cardoso

Former Commissioner

87

Timor-Leste

STAE, Secretariat Technical
on Administration Election

Acilino Manuel
Branco

Director General

88

Timor-Leste

Women Caucus

Beatrix Goncalves
Lay

Member

Timor-Leste

Women Caucus

Teresinha Maria
Nornha Cardoso

Member

89

Togo

CNSC, Concertation Nationale de la Société Civile

Kepomey Dela Koffi Executive Director

90

USA

NDI, National Democratic
Institute

Michael McNulty
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91

USA

NDI, National Democratic
Institute

Peter M. Manikas

Senior Associate
and Regional
director for Asia

92

USA

NDI, National Democratic
Institute

Ben Mindes

Program Officer

93

USA

NDI, National Democratic
Institute

John Cavanaugh

Cambodia Country Director

94

USA

IFES, International Foundation for Electoral Support

David Ennis

Chief of Party,
Indonesia

95

USA

NED, National Endowment
for Democracy

Lynn Lee

Senior Program
Officer

96

USA

NED, National Endowment
for Democracy

Brian Joseph

Senior Director,
Asia and Global

97

USA

UNEAD, United Nations Elec- Tadjoudine Ali-Diations Assistance Division
bacte

Deputy of Chairman

98

Zimbabwe

SADC-ESN, Electoral Support Rindai Chipfunde
Network of Southern Africa | Vava
Zimbabwe Election Support
Network

National Director

99

Jeddah, Saudi

OIC, Organization of Islam
Conference

Ambassador Habib
Kabaachi

Director, Political Affairs
Department

100 Indonesia

ANFREL

Ichal Supriadi

Executive Director

101 Indonesia

AGENDA, General Election
Network for Disability Access

Tolhas Damanik

Advisor

102 Indonesia

AGENDA, General Election
Network for Disability Access

Erni Andriani

Program Manager

103 Indonesia

AGENDA, General Election
Network for Disability Access

Muhammad Zaid

Program Officer

104 Indonesia

IFES, International Foundation for Electoral Support –
Indonesia

Admira Dini Salim

Deputy Chief of
Party

105 Indonesia

IFES, International Foundation for Electoral Support –
Indonesia

Isach Wahyu ZK

--

106 Indonesia

IFES, International Foundation for Electoral Support
- Indonesia

Indah Sari P

--
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107 Indonesia

IFES, International Foundation for Electoral Support –
Indonesia

Kirana Kania

--

108 Indonesia

ICW, Indonesia Corruption
Watch

Donald Fariz

Director

109 Indonesia

IPC, Indonesia Parliamentary Ahmad Hanafi
Center

Director

110 Indonesia

IPC, Indonesia Parliamentary Arbain
Center

Program Manager

111 Indonesia

IPC, Indonesia Parliamentary Nur Asiah Jamil
Center

Program Manager

112 Indonesia

IDEA, Institute for Democracy and Elections Assistance

Adhy Aman (Mr)

Senior Program
Manager

113 Indonesia

IPD, Institute Peace and
Democracy

Hanika Triani (Ms)

Program Officer

114 Indonesia

JPPR, Jaringan Pendidikan
Pemilih Rakyat

Cak Sunanto

Deputy Coordinator

115 Indonesia

JPPR, Jaringan Pendidikan
Pemilih Rakyat

Masykurudin
Hafidz

National Coordinator

116 Indonesia

JPPR, Jaringan Pendidikan
Pemilih Rakyat

Yus Fitriadi

Steering Groups

117 Indonesia

Indeph Indonesia

Siti Slijah

Sekjen

118 Indonesia

KIPP Indonesia

Muchtar Sindang

National Board

119 Indonesia

KIPP Indonesia

Kaka Suminta

Natoional Care
Taker

120 Indonesia

KIPP Indonesia

Kurnia Tamzah

Natoional Care
Taker

121 Indonesia

Kemitraan, Partnership for
Governance Reform in
Indonesia.

Wahidah S. Witoeng

Executive
Director

122 Indonesia

Perludem, Perkumpulan untuk Pemilu dan demokrasi

Titi Anggraini

Executive
Director

123 Indonesia

Perludem, Perkumpulan untuk Pemilu dan demokrasi

Dyah Setyawati

Program Manager

124 Indonesia

Perludem, Perkumpulan untuk Pemilu dan demokrasi

Khoirunnisa Agustiati

Deputy Executive Director

125 Indonesia

Perludem, Perkumpulan untuk Pemilu dan Demokrasi

Ricky Mohammad

Media

126 Indonesia

PUSKAPOL FISIP University
of Indonesia

Sri Budi Eko Wardani

Director

127 Indonesia

SPD, Sindicate Pemilu dan
Demokrasi

August Melaz

Director
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128 Indonesia

ERI, Electoral Research
Institute

Sri Nuryanti

Researcher

129 Indonesia

KIP, Komite Independen
Pemilihan Aceh

Ridwan Hadi

Chairman

130 Indonesia

KPU Province

I Dewa Kade Wiarsa Chairman
Raka Sandi

131 Indonesia

KPU Province, Bali

Ni Putu Ayu Winariati

Commissioner

132 Indonesia

KPU Province, Bali

Ni Wayan Widhiasthini,

Commissioner

133 Indonesia

KPU Province, Bali

I Wayan Jondra

Commissioner

134 Indonesia

KPU Province, Bali

Kadek Wirati

Commissioner

135 Indonesia

KPU Province, Bangka-Belitung

Fahrurrozi

Chairman

136 Indonesia

KPU Province, Banten

Agus Supriyatna

Chairman

137 Indonesia

KPU Province, Banten

Septo Kalnadi

Secretary

138 Indonesia

KPU Province, Bengkulu

Irwan Saputra

Chairman

139 Indonesia

KPU Province, DKI Jakarta

Sumarno

Chairman

140 Indonesia

KPU Province, Gorontalo

H. Muh N. Tuli

Chairman

141 Indonesia

KPU Province, West Java

Yayat Hidayat

Chairman

142 Indonesia

KPU Province, West Java

Ferdhiman P Bariguna A.R.

Commissioner

143 Indonesia

KPU Province, East Java

Eko Sasmito

Chairman

144 Indonesia

KPU Province, Central Java

Mohamad Hakim
Junaidi

Commissioner

145 Indonesia

KPU Province, West Kaliman- Umi Rifdiyawaty
tan

Chairman

146 Indonesia

KPU Province, South Kalimantan

Samahuddin Muharram

Chairman

147 Indonesia

KPU Province, East Kalimantan

Muhammad Taufik

Chairman

148 Indonesia

KPU Province, Riau Island

Marsudi

Chairman

149 Indonesia

KPU Province, Lampung

Muhammad Tio
Aliansyah

Commissioner

150 Indonesia

KPU Province, Maluku

La Alwi

Commissioner

151 Indonesia

KPU Province, North Maluku

Syahrani Somadayo

Chairman

152 Indonesia

KPU Province, West Nusa
Tenggara

Lalu Aksar Ansori

Chairman
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153 Indonesia

KPU Province, East Nusa
Tenggara

Maryanti H. Luturmas Adoe

Chairman

154 Indonesia

KPU Province, Papua

Adam Arisoi

Chairman

155 Indonesia

KPU Province, West Sulawesi Usman Suhuriah

Chairman

156 Indonesia

KPU Province, South Sulawesi

Muh Iqbal

Chairman

157 Indonesia

KPU Province, Central Sulawesi

Sahran Raden

Chairman

158 Indonesia

KPU Province, Southeast
Sulawesi

Hidayatullah

Chairman

159 Indonesia

KPU Province, North Sulawe- Yessy Momongan
si

Chairman

160 Indonesia

KPU Province, West Sumatera

Amnesmen

Chairman

161 Indonesia

KPU Province, South Sumatera

Aspahani

Chairman

162 Indonesian

KPU Province, Riau

Nur Hamin

Chairman

163 Indonesian

KPU Province, DI Yogyakarta Hamdan Kurniawan Chairman

164 Indonesian

DKPP, Honorary Council
of Electoral Management
Bodies - Dewan Kehormatan
Penyelenggara Pemilu

Jimmly Asshidiqie

Chairman

165 Indonesia

Bawaslu, Badan Pengawas
Pemilu

Nasrullah

Deputy Chairman

166 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Juri Ardiantoro

Chairman KPU

167 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Ida Budiarti

Commissioner

168 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Sigit Pamungkas

Commissioner

169 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Arief Budiman

Commissioner

170 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Ferry Kurniawan
Rizkiyansyah

Commissioner

171 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Hadar Nafis Gumay Commissioner

172 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Arif Rahman
Hakim, MS

Secretary General

173 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Sigit Joyowardhono

Head of Bureau,
Technical & Public Relation

174 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Lucky Firnandy
Majanto

Head of Bureau,
Human Resources
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175 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Nur Syarifah

Head of bureau,
legal

176 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Emma Nurochma

Head of Bureau,
General Affair

177 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Farida Fauzia

Head of Bureau,
Logistic

178 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Adiwijaya Bhakti

Inspector

179 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Supriatna

Deputy head,
electoral technical & public
participation
bureau

180 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Susilo Hadi

Deputy head of
logistic bureau

181 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Yayuk Yuliani

Deputy head of
finance bureau

182 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Sri Parkhatin

Deputy head of
legal bureau

183 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Purwoto Ruslan
Hidayat

Head of bureau,
planning & data

184 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Emil Satria Tarigan

Deputy head,
planning & data
bureau.

185 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

R. Santoso

Head of section
on the planning
& data bureau

186 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Idat Sudrajat

Head of section
on the planning
& data bureau

187 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Dian Hepirasnidasari

Head of section
on the planning
& data bureau

188 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Robi Leo Agust

Head of section
to the technical
& public relation
bureau

189 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Sekar Linasti

Head of section
to the human resources bureau.

190 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Sahono

Head of sub-section to the
planning & data
bureau
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191 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Vien Elenete

Head of sub-section to the
planning & data
bureau

192 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Anna Marisi

Head of sub-section to the
planning & data
bureau

193 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Annisa Kartika
Putri

Functionary,
planning and
data bureau.

194 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Yuli Hertaty

Functionary,
planning and
data bureau.

195 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Wahdi Hafizy

Functionary,
planning & data
bureau.

196 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

R Hendit Eriyanto

Functionary,
planning & data
bureau.

197 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Sopi Sapuroh

Functionary,
planning & data
bureau.

198 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Fitri Abidah Nur

Functionary,
planning & data
bureau.

199 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Raymond

Functionary,
General Bureau

200 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Yohanes Prieston

Functionary,
planning and
data bureau.

201 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Rifka Agustina

Support staff,
planning and
data bureau.

202 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Dr. Maya Setyawati Medical Assistance

203 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Reni Rinjani

Functionary,
Human resources bureau

204 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Erland Evriansyah

Functionary,
general bureau

205 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Errigca Meindhany

Functionary,
Finance bureau
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206 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Eri Novianto

Functionary,
general bureau

207 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Yulia Fitriati

Functionary,
planning & data
bureau.

208 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Dwi Bekti Retnowulan

Functionary,
general bureau

209 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Johendri

Support staff,

210 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Ade Iing Iryanto

Paramedic

211 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Agung Adi Prabowo

Paramedic

212 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Arifin Ahmad Puradireja

Head sub-section, planning &
data bureau

213 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Dicky Kurniawan

Head of sub-section, planning &
data bureau

214 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Yan Permana

Head of section,
the finance
bureau

215 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Nanang Ruhdiana

Support staff,
planning & data
bureau

216 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Hadi Purwanto

Support staff,
planning & data
bureau

217 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Budi Laksono

Support staff,
planning & data
bureau

218 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Aris Suharyo

Functionary,
planning & data
bureau

219 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Andi Mahirah

Functionary,
planning & data
bureau

220 Indonesia

DKPP, Dewan Kehormatan
Penyelenggara Pemilu

Ronald Cakra
Yudha

Expert Team

221 Indonesia

DKPP, Dewan Kehormatan
Penyelenggara Pemilu

Susi Susanti

Expert Team

222 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Darmanto

Head of sub-section, general
bureau
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223 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Sagiyo

Functionary,
general Bureau

224 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Hasanuddin

Functionary,
general Bureau

225 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Wahyu R

Functionary,
general Bureau

226 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Abd. Rojak

Functionary,
general Bureau

227 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

Putu Arya Gunawan

Secretary

228 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

I Nengah Sudiarta

Head of section,
Legal, technical and public
relation

229 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

I Dewa Ayu Indrayani

Head of section,
finance, general
and logistic.

230 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

Ni Made Reponi

Head of section,
program & data

231 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

I Gede Wiratha

Head of sub-section, Finance

232 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

I Putu Gede Eka
Swambara

Head of sub-section, program &
data

233 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

I Gusti Agung BW

Staff

234 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

Ni Putu aKartiani

Staff

235 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

Putu Kusuma Dewi

Staff

236 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

I Dewa Made Dharma Wiratama

Staff

237 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

Putu Githa Gowinda

Staff

238 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

Ida Bagus Bayu
Wicaksana

Staff

239 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

Agus Dian Juliaharta

Staff

240 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

I Wayan Budiarta

Staff

241 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

Ketut Anna Malian

Staff

242 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Kadar Setyawan

Technical &
public relation
bureau
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243 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Risky Adi Pamungkas

Technical &
public relation
bureau

244 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Ajeng Ayu Titis
Winarno Putri

Technical &
public relation
bureau

245 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

M. Faatihul Haaq

Technical &
public relation
bureau

246 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Dody Husein

Technical &
public relation
bureau

247 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Arief Priyo Susanto Technical &
public relation
bureau

248 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Intan Rizkika Permatasari

Technical &
public relation
bureau

249 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Satrio Mahadi

Technical &
public relation
bureau

223 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Hasanuddin

Functionary,
general Bureau

224 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Wahyu R

Functionary,
general Bureau

225 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Abd. Rojak

Functionary,
general Bureau

226 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

Putu Arya Gunawan

Secretary

227 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

I Nengah Sudiarta

Head of section,
Legal, technical and public
relation

228 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

I Dewa Ayu Indrayani

Head of section,
finance, general
and logistic.

229 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

Ni Made Reponi

Head of section,
program & data

230 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

I Gede Wiratha

Head of sub-section, Finance

231 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

I Putu Gede Eka
Swambara

Head of sub-section, program &
data
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232 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

I Gusti Agung BW

Staff

233 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

Ni Putu aKartiani

Staff

234 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

Putu Kusuma Dewi

Staff

235 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

I Dewa Made Dharma Wiratama

Staff

236 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

Putu Githa Gowinda

Staff

237 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

Ida Bagus Bayu
Wicaksana

Staff

238 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

Agus Dian Juliaharta

Staff

239 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

I Wayan Budiarta

Staff

240 Indonesia

KPU Bali Province

Ketut Anna Malian

Staff

241 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Kadar Setyawan

Technical &
public relation
bureau

242 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Risky Adi Pamungkas

Technical &
public relation
bureau

243 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Ajeng Ayu Titis
Winarno Putri

Technical &
public relation
bureau

244 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

M. Faatihul Haaq

Technical &
public relation
bureau

245 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Dody Husein

Technical &
public relation
bureau

246 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Arief Priyo Susanto Technical &
public relation
bureau

247 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Intan Rizkika Permatasari

Technical &
public relation
bureau

248 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Satrio Mahadi

Technical &
public relation
bureau

249 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Ujang Sofyan

Technical &
public relation
bureau
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250 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia

Wira Respati

Technical &
public relation
bureau

251 Indonesia

KPU Republic of Indonesia
KPU RI

Udi Prayudi

Staff

252 Indonesia

PERS

PERSS 01

PERSS

253 Indonesia

PERS

PERSS 02

PERSS

254 Indonesia

PERS

PERSS 03

PERSS

255 Indonesia

PERS

PERSS 04

PERSS

256 Indonesia

PERS

PERSS 05

PERSS

257 Indonesia

PERS

PERSS 06

PERSS

258 Indonesia

PERS

PERSS 07

PERSS

259 Indonesia

PERS

PERSS 08

PERSS

260 Indonesia

PERS

PERSS 09

PERSS

261 Indonesia

PERS

PERSS 10

PERSS

262 Indonesia

PERS

PERSS 11

PERSS

263 Indonesia

PERS

PERSS 12

PERSS

264 Indonesia

PERS

PERSS 13

PERSS

265 Indonesia

PERS

PERSS 14

PERSS

266 Indonesia

PERS

PERSS 15

PERSS

267 Indonesia

PERS

PERSS 16

PERSS

268 Indonesia

PERS

PERSS 17

PERSS

269 Indonesia

PERS

PERSS 18

PERSS

270 Indonesia

PERS

PERSS 19

PERSS

271 Indonesia

PERS

PERSS 20

PERSS

272 Indonesia

PERS

PERSS 20

PERSS
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Annex C: Bangkok Declaration on Free and Fair
		
Elections

The key objective of the Bangkok Declaration on Free and Fair Elections is to
“identify the most significant and widespread barriers to free and fair elections in
Asia and strengthen the resolve of the Asian people to address them by involving
all relevant national, regional and international stakeholders.”
Preamble
1. The holding of periodic, genuine, free, and fair elections based on secret
ballots and universal suffrage is the true expression of the sovereignty of
the people. Free and fair elections are a precondition of democracy and they
promote social, political, and economic development.
2. Asia is a big continent, with vast geography, a wide variety of political systems, and great human diversity. This Declaration has been drafted with the
participation of election stakeholders from across East Asia, South Asia and
Southeast Asia.
3. The Bangkok Declaration on Free and Fair Elections recognizes and reaffirms the rights and principles proclaimed in the Universal Declaration of
Human Rights, the Interational Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and the
Universal Declaration on Democracy.
4. These rights and freedoms are universal and they apply fully and equally
in Asia.
5. The principles for ensuring free and fair elections are also universal. The
Declaration herein acknowledges and endorses the International Parliamentary Union’s Declaration on Criteria for Free and Fair Elections, and reaffirms
its pertinence in Asia.
6. While each country in Asia has its own unique set of challenges with regard
to elections, the articles of the Declaration are meant to highlight the most
pressing and the most common electoral concerns in Asian countries. Despite
what are at times vast differences, there are also elements of shared history,
cultural heritage, religious tradition and social and political development that
bind the continent, or at least parts of it, together. With its elements of commonality, it is possible to identify a distinct set of challenges with regard to
the holding of free and fair elections in Asia.
7. The objective of the Bangkok Declaration on Free and Fair Elections is to
identify the most significant and widespread barriers to free and fair elections
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in Asia and strengthen the resolve of the Asian people to address them by
involving all relevant national, regional and international stakeholders.
8. The issues and challenges discussed in this Declaration do not attempt to
be comprehensive. The Bangkok Declaration is not a catalogue of principles
for the conduct of free and fair elections, nor is it a declaration of democratic
rights and freedoms. It is a statement of resolution by the Asian electoral
community and other stakeholders to work collectively in their respective
spheres to overcome some of their shared challenges, and it is intended to be
an organic document.
9. While this document is non-binding, the signatories to this Declaration
nevertheless recognize and resolve to address, where they exist in their respective countries, the electoral challenges discussed.
Section I: Pre-Election Period
LEGAL FRAMEWORK
Article 1 – EMB Independence
1. The fearless independence of election management bodies (EMB) must be
guaranteed by a state’s Constitution and other legal frameworks.
2. The appointment of EMB members should be fully transparent and depoliticized. EMB members should be removable only for a cause defined clearly in law.
3. Secretariat staff must be able to perform their functions free of outside
interference.
4. Fiscal autonomy is a prerequisite for the independence of an EMB. Relevant budget making bodies should ensure that EMBs are provided with a
stable, adequate and timely source of funding that allows them to fulfil their
mandates effectively and independently over the course of the election cycle.
Article 2 – Universal Franchise
1. Prohibiting certain groups of people from voting erodes the legitimacy of
elections as the true expression of the people. Electoral laws must consider
that universal franchise is upheld in accordance with each country’s context.
2. Citizens of voting age must be guaranteed the right to vote, regardless of
their religious, ethnic or social status.
TRAINING AND EDUCATION
Article 3 – Access to Voter Information
1. Voter education is necessary to allow voters to make informed choices and
participate fully in elections. Lack of access to voter education can lead to
disenchantment with the electoral system and limits the ability of citizens to
exercise their rights to free expression, peaceful assembly and free association. EMBs and other stakeholders must ensure that voter education is widespread, inclusive and accessible.
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2. EMBs and other stakeholders must ensure that appropriate voter education is accessible to all election stakeholders, including those persons who
cannot read, those who speak minority languages and those who are underprivileged or often underrepresented in the political process.
3. EMBs and other state entities must share the responsibility for conducting
voter and civic education that lasts throughout the electoral cycle. Similarly,
civil society, political parties and candidates, and other stakeholders should
contribute to this effort.
Article 4 – Training of Election Officials
1. A lack of adequate training for election officials and polling station workers
can create problems at every stage of the electoral cycle, from poorly prepared voter lists to mistakes in the vote counting process. EMBs must ensure
that election staff are provided with appropriate, updated training that is
thorough and of high quality.
2. The training provided to election officials and polling station workers
should cultivate a culture of integrity, transparency and accountability and
equip them with a thorough understanding of election rules and procedures,
inform them of their roles and responsibilities, and nurture an attitude of
professionalism and civic responsibility.
3. Although election technology can be highly beneficial, it can also lead to
unintentional errors or vote manipulation when not properly understood and
used by election staff. Especially when new election technology is introduced,
EMBs must ensure that staff are fully trained and knowledgeable about how
to operate it properly.

PREPARATION OF THE VOTER LIST
Article 5 – Facilitating Voter Registration
1. In countries with active voter registration systems, barriers to voter registration, including the type and availability of documents required for registration, the number and location of registration centers, confusing and lengthy
multi-step processes, and restrictive voter registration calendars, can all prevent eligible citizens from being added to the voter list. EMBs should promote
the highest possible rate of registration by conducting voter registration in a
way that is inclusive, convenient, and accessible to all.
2. Where active registration is required, if the window for registration is set
too early in the electoral cycle, when interest and understanding is low, there
is the risk that people will miss the deadline. EMBs should ensure that voters
understand the deadline for registration and that there is sufficient time to
register all potential voters.
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Article 6 – Accuracy of the Voter List
1. Inaccuracies in the voter list, including errors of both inclusion and exclusion, seriously undermine the legitimacy of elections and public confidence in
the electoral process. The EMB or other body responsible for the list should
strive to maintain a voter list that is complete, current and accurate.
2. Problems with the voter list such as multiple registrants, dead people, children and underage voters, fictitious names, non-residents and missing names
are all too common. The accuracy of the voter list should be maintained using a rigorous and transparent auditing system which includes pre-election
checking and updating, updates based on proper objections of voters, and a
post-election evaluation.
Section II: Election Period
ELECTORAL CAMPAIGN
Article 7 – Oversight for Campaign Finance
1. Fair elections demand that there be adequate oversight of campaign finance. Governments and lawmakers must ensure that there exists a rigorous
legal framework that fairly regulates political donations and campaign expenditures and allows for transparency of donations and expenditures.
2. Even where strong laws exist to oversee campaign finance, implementation
can be lax, partial or ineffective. EMBs and governments must ensure that the
laws are fully and fairly implemented, monitored and enforced. It is essential
that violators be punished for their actions in accordance with the law.
Article 8 – Vote Buying
1. Vote buying is the most blatant, and in some countries among the most
common, form of election fraud. It is a crime in most countries in Asia, and
countries must devote the necessary resources to prevent, monitor, investigate and punish it.
2. Increasingly sophisticated and discreet methods of vote buying make it
difficult for anti-vote buying initiatives to succeed. Political determination and
strong public support is essential for success.
3. Initiatives to combat vote buying must include rigorous voter education
campaigns, strict oversight of campaign finance, thorough investigations of
alleged vote buying, and prosecution of offenders conducted without exception.
Article 9 – Impartial Coverage by the Media
1. Using state-run media to provide favorable coverage to the ruling party
can seriously tilt the election playing field and destroy confidence in the legitimacy of the electoral process. State media should provide equitable space
and time to all political parties and candidates and be fair in their coverage
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of opposition parties.
2. In a democracy, it is the media’s civic and moral duty to act as a fair observer of public life. Private media should strive to provide fair-minded coverage
and analysis throughout the electoral cycle.
Article 10 – Election Violence
1. A peaceful election environment is a necessary pre-requisite for legitimate
elections. Used at any point throughout the election cycle, physical force,
threats and intimidation seriously undermine the quality and legitimacy of
elections. Election-related threats or violence must be urgently dealt with
using all necessary social, political and legal actions.
2. Violence can only be prevented if the causes are first determined and the
warning signs are recognized as they appear. Efforts to pre-empt election-related violence should begin early and tackle both the causes and the symptoms of violence.
Article 11 – Use of Government Resources
1. When government resources are used to promote political interests during
an election, the campaign process cannot be fair and the legitimacy of the
result is called into question. Electoral laws must prohibit the unfair use of
government resources for partisan political purposes at any time.
2. By themselves, laws against the misuse of government resources during an
election are not enough. Governments must ensure that compliance is monitored, the law is enforced, and offenders are prosecuted.
Article 12 – Codes of Conduct
1. Codes of conduct are valuable tools in promoting fair and transparent electoral campaigns. They can take the form of broad guidelines for all electoral
stakeholders to follow, or they can be focused on the activities of a particular
group such as the media, political parties, or election observers. Codes of
conduct should be used to demonstrate the appropriate roles and responsibilities of the various election stakeholders in a free and fair election.
2. Without proper awareness and adherence, codes of conduct are of no use.
Thorough measures should be employed to educate election stakeholders
about codes of conduct and persuade them of the need to follow them.
3. Compliance with codes of conduct should be monitored and unethical behavior should be exposed. Where a violation of a code of conduct constitutes
a breach of electoral law, it must be prosecuted to the full extent of the law.
Article 13 – Military and Police Interference
1. With their power, organization and resources, security forces that act in
a partisan manner are likely to do irreversible damage to the quality of an
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election and to the perceived legitimacy of the winning candidates. Strong
measures are required to ensure that security forces remain strictly impartial
and non-partisan.
2. Interference can be direct, as in the case of intimidation, or less direct, as
in the case of personnel being used to support campaigns or senior officers
endorsing candidates. Military and police forces should remain entirely neutral at all times, and even subtle forms of interference should be investigated
and prosecuted.

VOTING OPERATIONS AND ELECTION DAY
Article 14 – Polling Station Management
1. Even when it is entirely unintentional, mismanagement at the polling station has the potential to deny people their democratic rights and skew the
results of an election. The most common problem is a lack of training, so
EMBs should ensure that polling station staffs are thoroughly trained on the
layout, the rules, and the procedures that must be followed in order to ensure
a fair election. Multi-sectoral efforts and support should be encouraged for
the improvement of polling station management.
2. Even when polling station staffs are well prepared for the task, if they do
not receive the proper logistical support, they are unable to do their jobs
properly. EMBs should ensure that polling station staff receive voting materials and other resources that are complete, authentic, and on time.
Article 15 – Enfranchising Minorities, Marginalized People and Persons with Disabilities
1. Certain groups of people face a heightened risk of being disenfranchised. In
different ways, minorities, marginalized people and others facing particular challenges, including internally displaced persons (IDP), internal migrants, stateless
people, homeless people and persons with disabilities, are at risk of being dispossessed of their right to vote by a number of systemic barriers. EMBs and other
stakeholders should take affirmative measures to encourage the full participation
of minorities, marginalized people and persons with disabilities.
2. For minority groups that live in remote locations, such as in mountains, forests
or islands, the nearest registration center or polling station can be very far away,
and the costs of travelling long distances and forgoing work can be enough to
prevent potential voters from engaging in the election process. Minority groups
can also suffer from lack of access to voter education, either because of their
remoteness, a lack of access to media, or because campaigns are often not conducted in their native language. Efforts must be made to guarantee that minority
groups can participate fully in the election process by ensuring that they have
access to registration centers, polling stations, and voter education.
3. Since IDPs have often lost their identification cards and registration documents
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along with their registered addresses, they can have particular difficulty in exercising their right to vote. Internal migrants can face similar barriers when they are
not readily able to register in their new place of residence. In both cases, governments must ensure that people are empowered to vote in their new locations by
issuing new identification documents, updating the voter lists, and then conducting thorough voter education campaigns to inform people of their right to vote.
4. Persons with physical, sensory or intellectual disabilities can face a distinct set
of barriers including lack of access to voter education, inaccessible registration
centers and polling stations, and voting materials and procedures in inaccessible
formats. Persons with disabilities encounter unique barriers as voter education
must be in accessible formats such as sign language, Braille and large print. Persons with disabilities also encounter barriers to securing identification cards due
to discrimination and lack of accessible information. Every citizen has the right to
vote, and accommodations must be made for all persons with disabilities, including ensuring that the election law does not discriminate against persons with disabilities. Planning and budget should be allocated by EMBs for voter education,
voter registration, casting a ballot at the polling station in secret, and, where it is
authorized, advance voting and mobile ballot boxes.
Article 16 – Voters Living Abroad
1. Many Asian countries have large numbers of citizens living outside of the country that nevertheless play an important role in the politics and the economy of
their home country. Despite this, citizens living abroad often do not have the
chance to vote due to the cost or complexity of overseas voting systems.
2. Where the financial and technical resources exist, countries should strive to allow citizens to vote from abroad with as little difficulty and inconvenience as possible. Opportunities to vote from abroad should be expanded wherever feasible.
Article 17 – Participation of Women
1. In many countries, women are still disadvantaged in the electoral process. Cultural practices, an unfair playing field or running for office in a male dominated
area all tend to disadvantage women. EMBs and other stakeholders must ensure
that election laws do not disadvantage women. Rather, they should take positive
action to encourage women to participate fully in the electoral process.
2. According to local custom in some places, women are expected to vote the
way that their husbands or male elders tell them to. In some cases, male heads
of household are even permitted to cast votes on behalf of their wives and family. Using voter education, training for polling station staff and any other means
available to them, EMBs must ensure that all women are able to exercise their
democratic right to vote according to their own choices.
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Article 18 – Accreditation of Observers
1. Transparency is a hallmark of truly democratic elections. Domestic and international election observers can enhance the credibility and legitimacy of an
election. Well-trained, dedicated and non-partisan election observers are a key
tool for promoting the quality and integrity of the entire electoral process, and
accreditation allows them to function more effectively. EMBs, subject to their
prevailing laws, should ensure that all well-trained and non-partisan observer
groups are permitted to observe all stages of election processes including observing the entire polling and counting processes at any polling station.
2. When accreditation is given inconsistently or only at the last minute, it is difficult for election observation groups to properly conduct the complex planning
required for a mission to observe the pre-election process as well as the election
day and post-election activities. EMBs should set out clear rules for timely accreditation of domestic and international observers and apply them fairly and
consistently.
Article 19 – Effective and Professional Observers
1. If election observation organizations lack the objectivity, professionalism, or
adequate resources necessary to operate independently and effectively, their
contribution to the transparency and legitimacy of the election will suffer. Election observation organizations should therefore work to ensure that all observers
deployed are well-trained, independent, and objective and that they have adequate capacity to perform their duties in conformity with internationally accepted standards.
2. Observers that have adequate training, capacity, independence and objectivity encourage the conduct of free and fair elections. However, unfit observers
may fail to perform their responsibilities satisfactorily, and, moreover, may even
distort the public’s perception of elections. While being welcoming of legitimate
election observers, EMBs should insist on high standards such as those declared
by the Global Network of Domestic Election Monitors (GNDEM) in the Declaration of Global Principles For Non-Partisan Election Observation And Monitoring
By Citizen Organizations for the domestic and international election observation
organizations they accredit.
Article 20 – Printing, Counting, Consolidating, Transporting and Storing Ballots
1. Management of the vote counting process is one of the most critical functions
during an election, and a fair and open process is an absolute prerequisite for a
legitimate election. The process of printing, counting, consolidating, transporting
and storing ballots, both before and after voting, must be fully transparent to the
public, political party agents and election observers.
2. The transparency of vote counting and consolidation is particularly essential,
and without it, the final vote count can be manipulated. Observation groups and
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political parties should ensure that observers are trained and deployed to observe these processes, and EMBs must ensure that they are given the access to
do so.
Section III: Complaints and Electoral Dispute Resolution
Article 21 – Electoral Complaint System
1. An effective electoral complaint system is an essential tool for fighting
fraud and mismanagement at each stage of the electoral cycle. EMBs must
ensure that the process for filing a complaint is clearly spelled out in advance
of elections as well as readily accessible to, and known by, the public. The
system must be managed fairly, transparently, and in a way that encourages
those with complaints to come forward.
2. When election stakeholders have insufficient information about how to file
electoral complaints, they are effectively excluded from the electoral complaint and oversight process. EMBs should use voter education to ensure that
every election stakeholder understands the electoral complaint process.
Article 22 – Timely and Impartial Dispute Investigation and Resolution
1. A fair and neutral system of dispute resolution is critical for the integrity
of an election. When mechanisms for handling disputes are deficient, citizens
and candidates feel that their voices are not being heard and lose confidence
in the election process and its results. Where dispute resolution bodies are
subject to political influence or corruption, the dispute resolution process can
be manipulated. Governments must ensure that the bodies with the responsibility to investigate and make decisions on electoral disputes are independent, impartial, professional and sufficiently financed.
2. Undue delays in the resolution of cases can be used to manipulate the dispute resolution process and deny the application of justice. Whether delays
are due to insufficient capacity, or whether they are politically influenced,
they undermine the legitimacy of the entire dispute resolution process. Within the framework of the electoral cycle, reasonable time limits should be set
for the resolution of cases to avoid unnecessary delays. These time limits
must be rigorously but fairly enforced.
Call to Action
1. We therefore call upon the people of Asia, as well as their governments,
election management bodies, political parties, candidates, civil society organizations, observer groups, the media and all other election stakeholders to
strengthen their commitment to addressing these common challenges. As
members of the Asian electoral community, we call upon all election stakeholders in Asia to work together to build and ensure free and fair elections
across the region.
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2. The issues and challenges included in this Declaration are neither comprehensive nor ubiquitous, as each country in Asia has its own unique set of
challenges with regard to elections. We nevertheless urge the electoral community in each country to work towards improvement by focusing attention
on those articles that are relevant in their own contexts.
3. Furthermore, with such great diversity in Asia, not all issues can be resolved
in the same way. We call upon the electoral community in each country to
use as a foundation the universal principles referenced in this Declaration and
documented in other instruments such as the International Covenant on Civil
and Political Rights and the Declaration on Criteria for Free and Fair Elections.
We urge them to utilize and benefit from the rich electoral experience found
across Asia.
4. But we are ever cognizant of the fact that each country’s electoral challenges exist within its own unique and complex context. Countries can benefit
most from this Declaration by recognizing that as we resolve to address our
common challenges as members of the Asian electoral community, the solutions must still fit the unique nature of country-specific problems.
We believe that free, fair, transparent, peaceful and democratic elections are possible in all countries across Asia. As members of the Asian electoral community, we
hereby resolve to work towards making this a reality.
ENDORSING ORGANIZATIONS

1. KIPP Indonesia – Independent Election Monitoring Committee of Indonesia
2. JPPR Indonesia – The People’s Voter Education Network
3. Badan Pengawas Pemilihan Umum Republik Indonesia (Bawaslu)
4. Women Caucus for Politic (Timor-Leste)
5. National Election Monitoring Alliance (NEMA) Nepal
6. Open Forum for Democracy Foundation (PollWatch) Thailand
7. Center for Korean Women and Politic (CKWP)
8. The National Citizens’ Movement for Free Elections (NAMFREL)
9. Women Social Progress (Mongolia)
10. Institute for Political and Electoral Reform (IPER)
11. CNE (Commission National on Elections), Timor-Leste
12. General Election Commission of Mongolia (GEC)
13. Human Security Alliance (Thailand)
14. National Election Commission of the Republic of Korea (NEC)
15. Perludem (Perhimpunan untuk Pemilu dan demokrasi), Indonesia
16. Fair Election Monitoring Alliance (FEMA) Bangladesh
17. National Election Observation Committee (NEOC) Nepal
18. Neutral and Impartial Committee for Free and Fair Elections in Cambodia (NICFEC)
19. The Committee for Free and Fair Elections in Cambodia (COMFREL)
20. Odhikar, Bangladesh
21. Free and Fair Election Network [FAFEN], Pakistan Department of Elections
22. Department of Elections, Democratic Socialist Republic of Sri Lanka
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23. People’s Action for Free and Fair Elections (PAFFREL), Sri Lanka
24. General Election Commission of Republic of Indonesian, Komisi Pemilihan Umum (KPU)
25. Free and Fair Election Foundation of Afghanistan, FEFA, Afghanistan
26. Pusat KOMAS, Popular Communications for Human Rights in Malaysia
27. Parish Pastoral Council for Responsible Voting (PPCRV, Philippines)
28. The Commission on Elections (COMELEC, Philippines)
29. AGENDA General Election Network for Disability Access
30. Citizen Congress Watch (CCW, Taiwan)
31. LOKNITI Program for Comparative Democracy
32. InterBand (Japan)
33. Technical Secretariat for Election Administration (STAE), Timor-Leste
34. Asabiyya Network
35. Maruah, Singapore
36. The Carter Center National Democratic Institute

OBSERVING ORGANIZATIONS:
1. IFE (Instituto Federal Electoral) Mexico
2. High National Election Commission Libya
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Annex D: Dili Indicators of Democratic Elections
Preamble
Recognizing that the holding of periodic, free, and fair elections based on secret
ballots and universal suffrage is the true expression of the sovereignty of the
people;
Adhering to the principles enshrined in the Bangkok Declaration on Free and
Fair Elections and to the rights and principles proclaimed in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and
the Universal Declaration on Democracy;
Recognizing that the adoption of common indicators respecting democratic elections can help measure democratic progress and show the strengths and areas of
needed improvement of each nation's electoral processes;
Now, therefore, we, Asian electoral stakeholders from both government and civil
society gathered together at the 2nd Asian Electoral Stakeholders Forum on 18
& 19 March 2015 in Dili, Timor-Leste, commit and agree to utilize the following
Indicators of Democratic Elections:
Indicators of Democratic Elections
I. Legal Framework
a. The overall legal framework provides for universal suffrage and guarantees basic freedoms.
b. The legal framework is consistent with international human rights instruments such as the UDHR and the ICCPR.
c. The legal framework provides for the regularity of elections, with intervals
clearly defined and set out in law.
d. The legal framework provides for an inclusive process that is fair to all
people of the nation without distinction of any kind, such as race, color, sex,
language, religion, political or other opinion, national or social origin, property, birth or other status.
e. The laws governing the conduct of elections are applied impartially and
without discrimination.
f. There is respect for the rule of law by all election stakeholders.
II. Level Playing Field
a. Fair Constituency Delimitation
Electoral constituency boundaries are drawn on the basis of the size of the
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population and geographic area.
b. Participation of Political Parties and Candidates
1. Requirements for political party and candidate registration are reasonable and clear.
2. Regulations for political party and candidate registration are non-discriminatory.
3. There are no legal candidate registration requirements which discriminate against persons as candidates on the basis of gender, sex, race,
religion, or political views.
4. Independent candidates are allowed to compete in elections.
c. Free and Fair Campaigning
1. All political parties and candidates can campaign freely without fear
of intimidation or threats of violence.
2. A code of conduct is signed by political parties and other stakeholders to commit to the prevention of election conflict and violence.
3. There is no abuse of government resources in order to advantage or
disadvantage any political party or candidate.
4. Political parties and candidates are required to make detailed, timely
disclosures of their campaign contributions and expenditures.
5. Appropriate sanctions are in place for violations by political parties
and candidates.
d. Fair Coverage of Media
1. The media are able to freely cover campaigns and other election
activities.
2. The media, both public and private, are impartial in their programming, reporting on and covering all phases of the electoral process.
III. Professional Electoral Management Body (EMB)
a. EMB as a Democratic Institution that is Independent and Impartial
1. Appointment of EMB officials is based on a just, impartial and transparent process.
2. All EMB officials and staff are professional, independent and impartial.
3. The EMB maintains transparency in the entire electoral process.
4. EMB staff is equipped with sufficient training and adequate resources to discharge their duties effectively and impartially without favoring
or disfavoring any particular political party or candidate.
b. Efficient, Transparent Pre-election Preparations
1. The voter registration list is prepared in a manner free from fraud.
2. The voter registration list is available for inspection by interested
groups.
3. Mechanisms to correct errors on the voter registration list are avail105

able in advance of Election Day.
4. Polling places are conveniently located for voters.
5. Representatives of political parties, candidates, and the public are
permitted to reasonably observe the various aspects of election preparation and conduct of polls.
c. Well-organized Election Day, Free from Fraud
1. All voters are allowed to cast their votes without undue difficulty.
2. The process of balloting is implemented efficiently, transparently,
without discrimination and in accordance with applicable laws.
3. The secrecy of each voter’s choices is assured.
d. There is Timely Reporting of Election Results
1. Election results are reported promptly without undue delay.
IV. Inclusive and Meaningful Participation of Citizens
a. The legal framework clearly spells out the criteria of citizens eligible to vote.
b. Any disqualifications (e.g., felony conviction, severely impaired mental faculties) for registering should be reasonable, fair and implemented without
discrimination.
c. The actual process of voter registration is accessible to all eligible persons
without discrimination on the basis of gender, race, religion, wealth, etc.
d. Voter education is sufficient to enable voters to make informed decisions
about candidates and political parties.
e. Women are encouraged to participate in elections as voters and as candidates.
f. All vulnerable and marginalized groups such as women, youth, persons with
disabilities, indigenous peoples, and other minorities are encouraged to participate in the electoral process.
g. Local absentee voting mechanisms are provided for voters who cannot cast
ballots in their assigned polling station on election day.
V. Effective, Efficient, and Impartial Electoral Justice & Electoral Dispute Resolution
a. The applicable laws provide a process for resolving disputes respecting all
aspects of the electoral process.
b. The process of resolving disputes is done in an impartial, transparent, independent and timely manner consistent with respect for the rule of law.
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